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Abstract
There has been an explosive growth of spatial data over the last decades thanks to
the popularity of location-based services (e.g., Google Maps), affordable devices (e.g.,
mobile phone with GPS receiver), and fast development of data transfer and storage
technologies. This significant growth as well as the emergence of new technologies
emphasize the need for automated discovery of spatial patterns which can facilitate
applications such as mechanical engineering, transportation engineering, and public
safety.
This thesis investigates novel and societally important patterns from various types
of large scale spatial events such as spatial point events, spatio-temporal point events,
and spatio-temporal linear events. Multiple novel approaches are proposed to address
the statistical, computational, and mathematical challenges posed by different patterns.
Specifically, a neighbor node filter and a shortest tree pruning algorithms are devel-
oped to discover linear hotspots on shortest paths, a bi-directional fragment-multi-
graph traversal is proposed for discovering linear hotspots on all simple paths, and an
apriori-graph traversal algorithm is proposed to detecting spatio-temporal intersection
patterns.
Extensive theoretical and experimental analyses show that the proposed approaches
not only achieve substantial computational efficiency but also guarantee mathematical
properties such as solution correctness and completeness. Case studies using real-world
datasets demonstrate that the proposed approaches identify valuable patterns that are
not detected by current state-of-the-art methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Spatial data has explosively grown over the last decades thanks to the proliferation
of location-based services (e.g., Google Maps) and corresponding devices (e.g., mobile
phones with GPS receivers) as well as the development of fast data transfer and storage
technologies [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. As a result,
there is a great need for automated discovery of spatial patterns and corresponding
data-driven approaches to benefit many societally important applications in mechanical
engineering [27], transportation engineering [1], and public safety [28], etc. For example,
using on-board diagnostic data (e.g., power, fuel consumption) collected from millions
of vehicles on the road, previously unknown patterns that consider both environmental
factors and engine behavior can be identified [27, 29, 30]. These patterns assist in
designing new generation engines which substantially decrease fuel consumption and air
pollution as well as novel eco-friendly navigation systems.
1.1 Spatial Data Mining
Spatial data mining studies the process of discovering interesting, previously unknown,
but potentially useful patterns from large spatial databases [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 12]. Fig-
ure 1.1 shows the entire knowledge discovery process. The core components are spatial
data mining algorithms which take input spatial data and produce desired output pat-
tern families, including spatial outliers, spatial interactions, spatial predictive models,
1
2spatial partitions and summarizations, and hotspots. These algorithms have statisti-
cal foundations and integrate scalable computational techniques which follow certain
mathematical properties such as correctness and completeness.
Input Spatial
Data
Preprocessing, Exploratory 
Spatial Analysis
Spatial Data Mining
Algorithms
Output
Patterns
Post-processing
Spatial Statistics
Computational 
Techniques
Interpretation by Domain 
Experts
Knowledge Discovery Process
Figure 1.1: The process of spatial data mining
add: how is it different from traditional data mining (input data, auto-correlation,
pattern families)
1.1.1 Societal Importance
Spatial data mining plays a critical role in many applications domains and across various
governmental agencies. For example, NASA needs spatial data mining tools to classify
earth observation images into land cover maps for ecology and environment manage-
ment [36]. The National Institute of Health (NIH) uses spatial data mining tools to
detect disease outbreaks for public health [37]. Law enforcement officers leverage spa-
tial data mining techniques to help discover crime patterns [28]. The US Department
of Transportation analyzes patterns (e.g., accident hotspots) in traffic data to improve
transportation safety and efficiency [1]. Also, vehicle GPS trajectories together with en-
gine measurements (e.g., fuel consumption, emission) are mined to recommend routes
that are fast, fuel efficient, or environmental friendly [29, 30]. There are also other
application domains such as earth science, climatology, precision agriculture, and the
Internet of Things. The US Coast Guard is interested in mining trajectory patterns
from Automatic Identification System (AIS) data [38] to help detect violations of mar-
itime regulation such as illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing and illicit
3transactions [10].
The interdisciplinary nature of spatial data mining requires that its techniques be
developed with an awareness of domain knowledge (e.g., underlying physics, theoretical
assumptions) from the application disciplines [34, 39]. For example, climate science re-
search finds that observable predictors for climate phenomena discovered by purely data
driven methods can be misleading without consideration of climate models, locations,
and seasons [40].
1.1.2 Spatial Statistical Foundations
Spatial statistics [41, 42, 43, 44] is a branch of statistics focusing on the analysis and
modeling of spatial data. It is special due to the unique characteristics of space. For ex-
ample, according to the first law of geography: “Everything is related to everything else,
but near things are more related than distant things” [45]. Known as spatial autocorre-
lation, such spatial dependency across nearby locations violates the common assumption
in classical statistics that variables are independent and identically distributed.
An illustration of the spatial autocorrelation phenomenon in the real world can be
seen in Figure 1.2. Figure 1.2(a) shows a map of the distribution of vegetation durability
across a marshland. The spatial autocorrelation effect can be seen from the fact that
neighbor regions tend to have similar colors. By contrast, Figure 1.2(b) shows what
the map would look like if vegetation durability followed an independent and identical
distribution, which looks very different from the reality.
A spatial point process is a stochastic process for mining patterns from spatial
point data. Unlike point reference data, the random variables are locations rather
than non-spatial attributes. Examples include locations of crime events in a city. One
basic type of spatial point process is a homogeneous spatial Poisson point process (also
called complete spatial randomness, or CSR) [43], where point locations are independent
following a homogeneous intensity over space. Figure 1.3 shows an example data set
following CSR.
However, real world spatial point processes are often not completely spatial random.
First, spatial aggregation (clustering) or spatial inhibition between point locations often
exists as opposed to complete spatial independence as in CSR. Spatial statistics such
as Ripley’s K function [46] (the average number of points within a certain distance
4NZ = 5372
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(a) Actual vegetation durability distribution
with spatial autocorrelation
NZ = 5372
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Z = 5372
(b) Vegetation durability distribution with
i.i.d. assumption
Figure 1.2: A real world example of spatial autocorrelation effect
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Figure 1.3: An example of complete spatial randomness
of a given point normalized by the overall intensity) can be used to test for spatial
aggregation within a point pattern. Second, real world spatial point processes such as
crime events often contain hotspot (significantly high intensity) areas instead of following
homogeneous intensity across space. A spatial scan statistic [47] can be used to detect
these hotspot patterns. The statistic uses a regular shaped window to scan the study
area and test if point intensity within the window is significantly higher than outside.
Though both the K-function and spatial scan statistics employ the same null hypothesis
of CSR, their alternative hypotheses are quite different: The K-function tests whether
points exhibit spatial aggregation or inhibition rather than independence, while spatial
5scan statistics assume that points are independent and test whether a hotspot with
much higher intensity exists. Finally, there are other spatial point processes such as
the Cox process, in which the intensity function itself is a random function over space,
as well as a cluster process, which extends a basic point process with a small cluster
centered on each original point [43].
Besides spatial point process which deals with spatial point data, other spatial statis-
tic models have been proposed for other types of data as well [41, 42, 43, 44].
Geostatistics [44] deals with the analysis of the properties of point reference data,
including spatial continuity (i.e., dependence across locations), weak stationarity (i.e.,
first and second moments do not vary with respect to locations) and isotropy (i.e.,
uniformity in all directions). For example, under the assumption of weak stationarity
(or more specifically intrinsic stationarity), the variance of the difference of non-spatial
attribute values at two point locations is a function of point location difference only,
regardless of the specific locations of the points. This function is called a variogram [41].
If the variogram only depends on distance between two locations (not varying with
respect to direction), it is further called isotropic. Under the assumptions of these
properties, geostatistics also provides a set of statistical tools such as Kriging [41],
which can be used to interpolate non-spatial attribute values at unsampled locations.
In addition, real world spatial data may not always satisfy the stationarity assumption.
For example, different jurisdictions tend to produce different laws (e.g., speed limit
differences between Minnesota and Wisconsin). This effect is called spatial heterogeneity
or non-stationarity. Special extended models (e.g., geographically weighted regression,
or GWR [48]) can be used to model the varying coefficients at different locations. For
example, in traditional linear regression model: y = Xβ + , weight β and noise  are
location independent. However, in spatial linear regression, they are location dependent
and vary over different locations.
Lattice statistics analyzes and models non-spatial attributes in a lattice (areal)
model. One key issue in lattice statistics is to model the dependency across nearby cells.
The range of such dependency is often represented by a neighborhood (or contiguity)
matrix called a W-matrix. W-matrix elements (spatial neighborhood relationships) can
be defined based on spatial adjacency (e.g., rook or queen neighborhoods), Euclidean
distance, or in more general models, cliques and hypergraphs [49]. Figure 1.4(a) shows
6an example of four cells and Figure 1.4(b) gives the W-matrix of these cells. If two
cells are neighbors, the corresponding element in the matrix is 1. Figure 1.4(c) gives a
normalized W-matrix in which the total values in each row is 1 unless all elements are
0 in the row.
A
B
C
D
(a) Input cells
A      B      C      D
A      0       1       1       1
B      1       0       1       0
C      1       1       0       1
D      1       0       1       0
(b) W-matrix
A      B      C      D
  A      0    0.33  0.33  0.33
B     0.5    0      0.5      0
D     0.5    0      0.5      0
  C     0.33  0.33   0    0.33
(c) Normalized W-matrix
Figure 1.4: An example of W-matrix
Based on a W-matrix, spatial autocorrelation statistics can be defined which reflect
the correlation of non-spatial attribute values at neighboring locations. Common spatial
autocorrelation statistics include Moran’s I, Getis-Ord Gi∗, Geary’s C, Gamma index
Γ [44], etc., as well as their local versions called local indicators of spatial association
(LISA) [50]. A high spatial autocorrelation means non-spatial attribute values at nearby
locations tend to be very similar. There are also several lattice statistics models, such as
the spatial (or simultaneous) autoregressive model (SAR) and conditional autoregressive
model (CAR), both of which belong to a more general family called Markov random
fields (MRF). SAR directly models spatial dependency across response variables at
different locations, while CAR models the dependency in conditional probability. A
CAR model is often used as an additional term for capturing spatial autocorrelation in
other Bayesian hierarchical models [41]. Another important issue in lattice statistics is
the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) (also called the multi-scale effect) [51], which
tells us that the same analysis method will show various results on different aggregation
scales. For example, analysis using data aggregated by states will differ from analysis
using data aggregated by counties.
71.1.3 Spatial Pattern Families
Spatial data mining outputs various patterns depending on the application needs and
computational techniques. Now we go through some example pattern families that
have been widely studied and applied, namely spatial outliers, co-locations, and spatial
hotspots.
Spatial outliers: Global outliers are observations that appear to be inconsistent
with remaining observations, or which deviate so much from other observations as to
arouse suspicions that they were generated by a different mechanism. In contrast, a spa-
tial outlier [52, 53] is a spatial object whose non-spatial attributes deviate significantly
from those of its spatial neighbors. Informally, a spatial outlier is a local instabil-
ity or discontinuity. For example, a new house in an old neighborhood of a growing
metropolitan area is a spatial outlier but not a global outlier based on house age. In
the county-level voting results of the 2012 U.S. presidential election in Florida shown in
Figure 1.5, the lone county in the upper middle of the map voted for Obama while all
its neighbors voted for Romney can be considered a spatial outlier.
BLUE: Obama Won
RED:   Romney Won
A spatial outlier
Figure 1.5: An illustrative example of a spatial outlier: voting results of 2012 U.S.
president election in Florida
In transportation, spatial outlier indicates anomalous traffic patterns from sensor
observations on a highway road network. In mobile banking, spatial outlier detection
can help provide early warning for fraud transactions.
Spatial outlier detection approaches fall into two categories: visualization approaches
8and neighborhood approaches. Visualization approaches identify spatial outliers via
plotting of spatial locations on a graph. Common methods are variogram clouds [54]
and Moran scatterplots [50, 44] as introduced earlier.
Neighborhood approaches begin by defining a spatial neighborhood, and then com-
pute a test statistic (i.e., outlier score) based on the difference on non-spatial attributes
between the current location and the neighborhood aggregate [52]. Spatial neighbor-
hoods can be defined by geographical distances (e.g., K nearest neighbors), or by topo-
logical connectivity (e.g., adjacent nodes on road networks). The fundamental spatial
outlier detection methods have been extended in a number of directions. Typical ap-
proaches focus on numerical attributes whose values are naturally ordered and thus able
to be arithmetically operated (e.g., housing price). However, they are not able to han-
dle categorical attributes such as housing colors. To solve the categorical spatial outlier
problem, approaches based on measuring correlation between the occurrence pattern of
categorical attribute values have been proposed [55, 56]. Spatial outlier detection with
multiple non-spatial attributes [57, 58] finds a way to combines different non-spatial
attributes to obtain the comprehensive outliers. Weighted spatial outlier detection [59]
takes the impact of the neighbors of an object into consideration. Local variance-aware
spatial outlier detection approach [60] considers the heterogeneity of variance, that is,
the outlier score is computed based on not only the extent of variance but the average
variance in that area.
Co-locations: Co-location patterns [61], represent subsets of spatial event types
whose instances are often located in close geographic proximity. Real-world examples
include symbiotic species in ecology, e.g., the Nile Crocodile and Egyptian Plover and
commercial localization, e.g., fast food restaurants tend to open near other fast foot
restaurants. Figure 1.6 shows an example of locations of Wendy’s (“W”), KFC (“K”),
and Pizza Hut (“P”) in Manhattan, New York City. Some patterns that stores are open
close to each other are observed, namely “W-K-P”, “P-K”, and “W-K”.
Discovering various patterns of spatial co-location is important in applications re-
lated to ecology, environmental science, public safety, and climate science. For example,
identifying spatially co-located crime types can help police departments to understand
crime generators in a city, and thus take effective measures to reduce crime events.
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of Point Spatial Co-location Patterns. Different colors represent
different spatial feature types. together
Different computational approaches have been developed to identify spatial co-
locations. Traditional approaches use the cross-K function with Monte Carlo sim-
ulation [44], mean nearest-neighbor distance, and the spatial regression model [62].
Other approaches use an event centric model [61] based on a defined monotonic interest
measure, participation index, which is an upper bound of cross-K function statistics,
allowing efficient algorithms via apriori-based upper-bound pruning. Within the same
framework, another interest measure, called the probabilistic participation index [63]
deals with the uncertainty of spatial features caused by over-counting of the data. Also,
maximal participation ratio [64] has been proposed to find patterns that involve object
types having mismatched frequency. In order to take spatial heterogeneity into account,
researchers have developed regional spatial co-location detection approaches which find
object types that are highly correlated in certain sub-regions [65, 66, 67]. To minimize
the cost of false positives, approaches that use statistical significance test to eliminate
chance patterns have also been proposed [65, 68].
Spatial hotspots: Spatial hotspot detection finds regions where the number of
events is significantly high. Figure 1.7 shows a real world spatial hotspot example from
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the 1854 London Cholera outbreak detected by a popular tool, SaTScan [47, 69].
(a) Input Cholera cases (b) Circular hotspot detected by SatScan
Figure 1.7: A real world example of spatial hotspot in 1854 London Cholera outbreak
Spatial hotspot detection helps find disease outbreaks which allows officials to allo-
cate resources to limit its spread [47, 69]. In criminology, finding crime hotspots may
help police officials distribute their force on most critical regions and even help search
for a criminal.
Spatial scan statistics [47, 69], the most popular spatial hotspot detection approach
assumes that activities diffuse isotropically on Euclidean space and this it detects sta-
tistically significant hotspots in a circular/elliptical shape. A number of newer ap-
proaches [70, 71, 72, 73, 74] have been proposed which overcome the limitation of
isotropic diffusion. More recent approaches deal with hotspots of events occurring on
spatial networks [75, 76, 77]
Other approaches include Kernel density estimation (KDE) [78] which identifies
hotspots via a density map of point events. First, a grid is created over the study area
and a kernel function is used with a user-defined radius (bandwidth) on each point
to estimate the density of points on centers of grid cells. A subset of grid cells with
high density are returned as spatial hotspots. The Geographical Analysis Machine
(GAM) method [79] first creates a regular grid in the study area, draws circles with a
fixed radius around the grids, and identifies the ‘dense’ circles whose numbers of points
are significantly higher than expected values. Finally, GAM merges overlapping dense
circles and connected components as spatial hotspots.
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1.2 Challenges
The challenges of spatial data mining come from three aspects: statistics, computing,
and mathematics.
Spatial data mining poses unique statistical challenges due to the special character-
istics of spatial data. First, spatial data are embedded in continuous space and time,
and thus many classical data mining techniques assuming disjoint data (e.g., transac-
tions in association rule mining) may not be effective. Second, spatial data exhibits
spatial autocorrelation effects. Ignoring autocorrelation and assuming an identical and
independent distribution (i.i.d.) when analyzing spatial data may produce hypotheses
or models that are inaccurate (e.g., salt and pepper noise, pixels predicted as different
from neighbors by mistake) [80]. Third, interactions are non-isotropic (varying across
spatial directions) and may exist in multiple spatial scales. In addition to spatial depen-
dence at nearby locations, phenomena of spatial tele-coupling also indicate long range
spatial dependence such as El Nino and La Nina effects in the climate system. Finally,
spatial data exhibits spatial heterogeneity and temporal non-stationarity, i.e., identical
feature values may correspond to distinct class labels in different spatial regions.
The computational challenges are due to the huge amount of spatial data and the
cost of identifying complex patterns. For example, on-board diagnostic data collected
every day from millions of running vehicles can be in petabytes and contain hundreds
of variables (e.g., speed, emission). Identifying the combinations of negatively corre-
lated variables requires enumerating exponential of the number of variables, leading to
intractable computational cost. In addition, statistical significance test needs to be en-
forced in certain patterns due to the potentially unacceptable cost from false positives.
For example, a falsely identified crime hotspot may cause panic and a drop in house
prices in the neighborhood.
Spatial data mining algorithms need to ensure necessary mathematical properties
of the output patterns such as correctness and completeness. Correctness indicates
that the algorithm is able to terminate and the output patterns must all the solution
requirements. For example, a hotspot must pass the statistical significance test (i.e., p-
value ≤ threshold) to be considered an output. Completeness indicates that no patter
that meets all the solution requirements is missed in the output. For example, the
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spatial scan statistics [47, 69] detects circular hotspots defined by two events, one at
the center and the other on the circumference. To ensure completeness, it needs to
enumerate all such circles defined by two points. Completeness is always associated with
a specific pattern definition which typically involves a trade-off between computational
tractability and richness of the pattern. For example, even though the spatial scan
statistics [47, 69] achieves completeness for circular hotspots defined by two points, it is
not able find any hotspots whose center has no event. Worse, it misses all the hotspots
that are not circular.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis investigates data science techniques for mining patterns from various foot-
prints of spatial events. The contributions are summarized in a taxonomy shown in
Table 1.1 which describes the input spatial events and output spatial patterns classified
by their footprints. The input spatial events are classified into four types: First, a spatial
point event is modeled as a static 2-D point (x, y) representing the location where the
event occurs and the temporal information is omitted. For example, all traffic accidents
occurring on a street over a year can be modeled as a collection of spatial point events.
One step beyond the spatial point event is the a spatio-temporal point, which takes tem-
poral information into account and can be modeled as a 3-D point (x, y, t) representing
an event located at (x, y) at time t. For example, when studying the pattern of traffic
accidents on a street at different times of day, a traffic accident can be modeled as a
spatio-temporal point event. The third event footprint studied is the spatio-temporal
linear event, which is represented a sequence of N 3-D points (xi, yi, ti), i = 1...N which
are typically extracted from trajectories. For example, the trajectory of a vehicle speed-
ing during a period of time can be modeled as a spatio-temporal linear event. Lastly,
we examined the spatio-temporal event in areal data, which occurs on a sequence of
matrices of pixels where each pixel represents attributes in the corresponding space and
time. One example is a spreading forest fire that appears on remote sensing imagery. As
with the input events, the output spatial patterns are classified as point, linear, or areal
patterns. Based on the different complexities of the enumeration space, linear patterns
can be further classified into shortest paths, simple paths, or all paths.
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This thesis proposes several novel spatial data mining approaches (i.e. linear hotspot
discovery on shortest paths, linear hotspot discovery on all simple paths, and spatio-
temporal intersection detection from trajectories with data gaps) which address the
statistical, computational, and mathematical challenges posed by various footprints of
input spatial events and output patterns. Not only do the proposed approaches achieve
high computational efficiency but also the statistical and mathematical properties are
well studied. The content of each chapter is briefly introduced below.
Table 1.1: A taxonomy of thesis contributions
Pattern footprint
Point
Linear
Areal
Shortest paths Simple paths All paths
Event 
footprint
Spatial point
event
Linear hotspots on 
shortest paths
(Chapter 2)
Linear hotspots on
all simple paths
(Chapter 3)
ST point event
ST linear event in 
trajectory
ST Intersections
(Chapter 4)
ST event in
areal data
ST: Spatio-temporal
• Chapter 2 presents a novel hotspot detection approach, Linear Hotspot Discovery
on Shortest Paths (LHDSP), which finds all shortest paths on a spatial network
where the concentration of input spatial point events is statistically significantly
high. The method addresses the limitation of traditional spatial hotspot detec-
tion approaches only focusing on hotspots in Euclidean space. LHDSP has many
societal application fields such as transportation planning where the events (e.g.,
traffic accidents) are usually associated with linearly shaped roadways. LHDSP
proposes multiple novel algorithms, namely neighbor node filter and shortest path
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tree pruning, to successfully handle the computational challenges from large num-
ber of candidate paths, non-monotonicity of the test statistic, and statistical sig-
nificant test. To balance between computational tractability and richness of the
pattern, LHDSP assumes that most travelers prefer to move along shortest paths.
Under this assumption, LHDSP enumerates all shortest paths on a given spatial
network and guarantees correctness and completeness of the solution. Theoretical
and experimental analyses show that the proposed algorithms yield substantial
computational savings compared to baseline approaches. Case studies demon-
strate that LHDSP can find novel linear patterns that have never been detected
previously.
• Chapter 3 investigates the problem of Linear Hotspot Discovery on All Simple
Paths (LHDA) which considers much richer patterns compared to LHDSP (pro-
posed in Chapter 2) does by enumerating all simple paths on a given spatial
network. To address this much more difficult computational challenge (i.e. #-p
hard), LHDA proposes a novel algorithm based on bi-directional fragment-multi-
graph traversal (i.e. ASP FMGT). Extensive theoretical and experimental analy-
ses show that ASP FMGT has substantially improved performance over a baseline
approach using depth-first-search with backtracking while keeping the solution
correct and complete. Case studies on real-world datasets show that ASP FMGT
outperforms existing approaches including LHDSP since it discovers new hotspots
unknown before and achieves higher accuracy for locating known hotspots.
• Chapter 4 investigates the problem of Spatio-temporal Intersection Detection
From Trajectories With Data Gaps (STID) which aims to identify meet-up pat-
terns between objects (e.g., ships, vehicles) whose trajectories have missing seg-
ments (i.e. Spatio-temporal Intersection (STI) pattern) from large scale spatio-
temporal linear events. The applications of STID include maritime safety and
regulation, homeland security, and public safety. STID overcomes the limitation
of traditional trajectory mining approaches which assume the availability of tra-
jectory data or interpolate the missing segments. It also addresses the computa-
tional challenge from the huge amount of trajectory data and the high complexity
of the STI pattern with an apriori-graph traversal based algorithm AGT STID.
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Both theoretical and experimental analyses show that AGT STID significantly
increases the computational performance over baseline approaches and guaran-
tees solution correctness and completeness. A case study on real-world maritime
trajectory data demonstrates AGT STID is able to discover previously unknown
meet-up patterns and thus reveal possible illicit maritime transaction activities.
• Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis findings and gives an overview of related direc-
tions and topics for research in the future.
Chapter 2
Linear Hotspot Discovery on
Shortest Paths
2.1 Introduction
Linear Hotspot Discovery on Shortest Paths (LHDSP) identifies routes with statisti-
cally significant concentrations of activities (e.g., crimes, accidents, etc.). Informally,
the LHDSP problem can be defined as follows: given a spatial network, a collection
of geo-referenced activities (e.g., pedestrian fatality reports, crime reports), and a con-
centration of activities threshold θd, find all shortest paths between activities in the
spatial network where the concentration of activities is unusually high (i.e., statistically
significant) and the concentration of activities is equal to or greater than θd. Depending
on the domain, an activity may be the location of a pedestrian fatality, a carjacking, a
train accident, etc. Figure 2.1 illustrates an input example of LHDSP consisting of 7
nodes, 7 edges (with edge weights set to 1 for illustration purposes), 10 activities (shown
as squares on the edges), and θd = 12, indicating that we are interested in the shortest
paths between activities whose concentrations of activities is equal to or greater than
θd = 12.
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Figure 2.1: Example of input of Significant Linear Hotspot Discovery (Best in color).
2.1.1 An Illustrative Application Domain: Preventing Pedestrian Fa-
talities
Urban computing aims to handle the major issues that cities face by using computa-
tional techniques. Seven major urban computing categories are urban planning, trans-
portation, environment, energy, social, economy, and public safety and security [81].
Our proposed work focuses on discovering the statistically significant linear hotspots on
road networks to address the issues associated with two of these application domains
namely transportation planning and public safety and security.
To illustrate the applicability of Linear Hotspot Discovery on Shortest Paths (LHDSP),
we focus on the problem of discovering significant concentrations of pedestrian fatali-
ties in a transportation network. According to a recent policy report, more than 47,700
pedestrians were killed in the United States from 2000 to 2009 [1], and more than 688,000
pedestrians were injured over the same time period, which is equivalent to a pedestrian
being struck by a vehicle every 7 minutes. Pedestrian fatalities have increased in many
places, including 15 of the country’s largest metro areas, even as overall traffic deaths
have fallen [1].
Domain experts attribute pedestrian fatalities largely to the design of streets, which
have been engineered for speeding traffic with little or no provision for people on foot, in
wheelchairs or on bicycles [1]. Daily activities have shifted away from city streets towards
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: (a) Pedestrian at risk on a road without proper sidewalks [1]. (b) Paved side-
walk and road separators for pedestrians, bicycles, and motorcycles build on road [2]. (c)
Pedestrian fatalities occurring on arterials in Orange County, FL [3] (Best in color).
higher speed arterials. This has resulted in more than half of fatal pedestrian crashes
occurring on these wide, high capacity and high-speed thoroughfares. Typically designed
with four or more lanes and high travel speeds, arterials are not built with pedestrians
in mind (Figure 2.2(a)). They lack sidewalks, crosswalks (or have crosswalks spaced too
far apart), pedestrian refuges, street lighting, and school and public bus shelters [1].
This lack of basic infrastructure can be lethal. For example, forty percent of fatalities
occurred where no crosswalk was available [1]. Figure 2.2(c) shows a map of pedestrian
fatalities that occurred on Orange County roads from 2000 to 2009. Transportation
planners and engineers need tools to assist them in identifying which frequently used
road segments/stretches pose statistically significant levels of risk for pedestrians and
consequently should be redesigned. A promising way to effectively discover such road
segments/stretches raises from the availability of the large amount of fatality data and
corresponding data analysis approaches [81]. Road segments/stretches that pose sig-
nificant risks to pedestrians may be conceptualized as linear concentrations because
the generation model of pedestrian fatalities is inherently linear, i.e., they occur on
roads. This chapter presents an approach for identifying statistically significant linear
concentrations of activities such as pedestrian fatalities in a spatial network.
If traditional hotspot discovery is used (e.g., circular hotspot detection), the gov-
ernment can just fix the hotspots for the pedestrian. However, often such hotspots
do not occur on a circular area and the fix of those hotspot locations requires a road
to be analyzed for structural mistakes by the transportation planners. The Minnesota
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Department of Transportation proposes that building lane separators for pedestrian
sidewalks, bicycles and motorcycles along roads illustrated in Figure 2.2(b) as a way to
decrease the risk of traffic accidents [2]. In addition, lack of barriers between opposite
traffic on specific parts of highways may lead to severe traffic accidents. For example,
since Spring 2015, there were two fatal traffic accidents occurred on Minnesota Highway
280 at similar locations. The cars that lost control went to the flowing traffic on the
opposite side since no barriers were in between along the highway segment [82].
Traditional network-based techniques which consider edges atomic face a funda-
mental limitation in dealing with very long edge with a dense cluster of activities at
one end of the edge. These techniques may either fail to capture the precise locations
of the hotspots on such edges or even completely miss the hotspots. For example in
Figure 2.1, 〈N1, N2〉 is an edge whose activities are densely clustered near N2 (i.e.,
A1, A2, A3, A4). Traditional techniques may capture 〈N1, N2〉 as a hotspot, however,
the precise location which is actually 〈A1, A4〉 is not captured. In worse case, suppose
the concentration of 〈A1, A4〉 exceeds the threshold but the overall concentration of
the entire path 〈N1, N2〉 does not since it is compromised by the empty end 〈N1, A1〉,
this hotspot will be completely missed. To address this limitation, domain experts in-
troduces dynamic segmentation which segments edges into sub-edges at each activity.
This chapter investigates dynamic segmentation in order to evaluate if paths between
activities are hotspots. For example, 〈A1, A4〉 will be returned as a hotspot with a more
precise location than 〈N1, N2〉 returned by the traditional techniques. In the other case
that 〈N1, N2〉 is not qualified as a hotspot, 〈A1, A4〉 may also be return as a hotspot.
The technical details of dynamic segmentation are elaborated in the problem statement
(Section 2.2). The significance of using dynamic segmentation is demonstrated in the
case studies on real datasets (Section 5).
Linear hotspot discovery can also be applied to other application domains. Certain
types of crimes (e.g., assaults, street robbery) may form hotspots on transportation
networks that represent roads needing more attention from police departments [3]. In
addition, water quality changes on river networks may form hotspots that represent
bursts of pollution [83].
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2.1.2 Challenges
LHDSP is challenging due to the potentially large number of candidate routes (∼ 1016)
in a given dataset with millions of activities and road segments. Enumerating and
evaluating all shortest paths at the sub-edge level results in prohibitive computational
cost. Additionally, density ratio does not obey the monotonicity property, meaning that
there is no ordering between the density ratio of a path and its super-paths, or vice-
versa. Furthermore, depending on the method used to determine statistical significance,
computation times may also be impacted (e.g., m = 1000 Monte Carlo simulations may
be required to calculate statistical significance).
2.1.3 Related Work and Their Limitations
Dividing spatial data into statistically significant groups is an important task in many
domains (e.g., transportation planning, public health, epidemiology, climate science,
etc.). Methods for this type of partitioning may generally be considered to be geometry-
based or network-based.
Geometry-based techniques [84, 4] partition spatial data using geometric shapes
(e.g., circles, rectangles). This is useful in domains such as public health, where finding
spatial clusters with a higher density of disease is of interest for understanding the
distribution and spread of diseases, outbreak detection, etc. Kulldorff, et al. proposed
a spatial scan statistics framework (and the SaTScan software) for disease outbreak
detection [47]. The spatial scan statistic employs a likelihood ratio test where the null
hypothesis is the probability that disease occurrence inside a region is the same as
outside, and the alternative hypothesis is that there is a higher probability of disease
inside than outside. All the spatial regions, represented by a circle or ellipsoid in the
spatial framework, are enumerated and the one that maximizes the likelihood ratio is
identified as a candidate. However, if we apply SaTScan to a road network, many
significant routes may be missed since a large fraction of the area bounded by circles
for activities on a path will be empty. Figure 2.3(a) shows an example of the output
of SatScan. Two circular hotspots are detected with large empty areas, which result
in high p-values (i.e., 0.125 and 0.497). Furthermore, geometry-based techniques may
not be appropriate for modeling linear clusters, which are formed when the underlying
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generator of the phenomena is inherently linear (e.g., pedestrian fatalities, railroad
accidents, etc.).
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Figure 2.3: Example (a) Output of SatScan [4], (b) Output of Linear Intersecting Paths
(LIP) [5], and (c) Output of Constrained Minimum Spanning Trees (CMST) [6] (Best
in color).
By contrast, network-based techniques [6, 5, 85] leverage the underlying spatial
network when partitioning spatial data. For example, Linear Intersecting Paths (LIP) [5]
and Constrained Minimum Spanning Tree (CMST) [6] utilize a subgraph (e.g., a path
or tree) to discover statistically significant groups.
LIP [5] discovers one anomalous sub-component of a set of connected paths that
intersect each other. The connected paths are based on locations in the spatial network
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with the highest percentage of activities, specified by the user. Hence the density ratio is
evaluated only on a portion of the graph specified by this percentage, not on the entire
spatial network. Figure 2.3(b)(b) shows an example of the output of LIP. The user-
specified percentage is 40%, which means all the candidates will have paths containing
edge 〈N1, N2〉 since this edge has 4 activities (out of 10 activities). Examples of possible
candidates are 〈N1, N3〉, 〈N1, N5〉, 〈N2, N4〉, 〈N1, N7〉, etc. The output is 〈N1, N3〉, since
it has the highest density ratio. However, in addition to returning only one statistically
significant component, the results of this approach are sensitive to the percentage of
the network selected. If the percentage is too high, the number of candidates may be
highly restricted, which could result in not identifying statistically significant regions of
interest. If the percentage is too low, LIP may be computationally prohibitive due to
the large number of candidates.
Another network-based technique, CMST [6], finds one statistically significant tree
in the spatial network. Figure 2.3(c) shows an example of the output of CMST. Here
the output is 〈N1, N3〉, where N2 is the root, since this tree has the highest density
ratio. However, this approach also has limitations. In addition to returning only one
statistically significant tree, the size of the tree is restricted, which could result in not
identifying statistically significant regions of interest.
2.1.4 Contributions
In this chapter, we present a new dynamic segmentation model which to the best of
our knowledge is the first model that allows for discovering of multiple statistically
significant routes at the sub-edge level in a spatial network. We present new algorithmic
refinements (i.e., neighbor node filter, shortest path tree pruning) for sub-edge level
linear hotspot discovery in a scalable way. We also present a cost model for the proposed
algorithms and prove that our proposed algorithmic refinements are correct. Specifically,
our research contributions are as follows:
• We propose a new model named dynamic segmentation, which allows the proposed
approach to find multiple significant linear hotspots at the sub-edge level in the
spatial network. We also introduce new algorithmic refinements to improve the
scalability of linear hotspot detection with dynamic segmentation, including a
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neighbor node filter and a shortest path tree pruning algorithm.
• We analytically prove the correctness of the proposed algorithms and present a
cost analysis.
• We present two case studies comparing the detection results under dynamic seg-
mentation with results in the related works, including SRM GIS [86] and SatScan [4].
• Experimental results on real and synthetic data show that the proposed algo-
rithms, yield substantial computational savings over SRM GIS [86] without re-
ducing either completeness or correctness of the result.
2.1.5 Scope and Outline of the Chapter
This chapter focuses on finding significant discrete activity events (e.g., pedestrian fatal-
ities, crime incidents) associated with a point on a network. This does not imply that all
activities must necessarily be associated with a point in a street. In addition, other net-
work properties such as GPS trajectories and traffic densities of road networks [87, 88]
are not considered. In this work, it is assumed that the number of activities on the
road network is fixed and does not change over time. We do not consider techniques
that do not employ statistical significance (e.g., DBScan [89], K-Means [90], KMR [91],
and Maximum Subgraph Finding [92]). This chapter only enumerates shortest paths
rather than all possible paths. This increases the computational tractability since the
enumeration space decreases from exponential to polynomial. We choose shortest paths
based on the assumption people generally prefer taking shortest paths a destination.
Discovering hotspots on shortest paths may find the most possible ”dangerous” routes
between two locations.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the basic concepts and prob-
lem statement of Linear Hotspot Discovery on Shortest Paths (LHDSP). Section 2.3
presents our preliminary results towards addressing LHDSP. Section 2.4 details our
proposed approaches for discovering sub-edge level linear hotspots in a scalable way.
Section 2.5 presents two case studies comparing the proposed significant network-based
outputs (i.e., shortest paths) to a significant geometry-based output (e.g., circles) on
pedestrian fatality data. The experimental evaluation is covered in Section 2.6. Sec-
tion 2.7 presents a discussion. Section 2.8 concludes the chapter and previews future
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work.
2.2 Basic Concepts and Problem Statement
This section reviews several key concepts in LHDSP and presents a formal problem
statement.
2.2.1 Basic Concepts
The basic concepts are defined as follows:
Definition 1 A spatial network G = (N,E) consists of a node set N and an edge
set E, where each element n in N is associated with a pair of real numbers (x, y)
representing the spatial location of the node in Euclidean space [93]. Edge set E is a
subset of the cross product N ×N . Each element e = (ni, nj) in E is an edge that joins
node ni to node nj.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of a spatial network where circles represent nodes and
lines represent edges. A road network is an example of a spatial network where nodes
represent street intersections and edges represent streets.
Definition 2 An activity set A is a collection of activities. An activity a ∈ A is an
object of interest associated with only one edge e ∈ E and has a location in Euclidean
space.
In transportation planning, an activity may be the location of a pedestrian fatality; in
crime analysis, an activity may be the location of a theft. Some of the edges in Figure 2.1
are associated with a number of activities (e.g., edge 〈N1, N2〉 has 4 activities).
Definition 3 The activity coverage inside a path, ap, is the number of activities
on p. The activity coverage outside p is |A| − ap, where |A| is the total number of
activities in the spatial network, G.
For example, in Figure 2.1, the activity coverage inside path 〈A9, N5, A8, N2, A5, A6〉 is
4 whereas the activity coverage outside this path is 10− 4 = 6.
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Definition 4 The weight inside a path, wp, is the sum of weights of all edges in p.
The weight outside p is |W | − wp, where |W | is sum of weights of all edges in G. In
transportation planning, weight may represent distance or travel time of the path.
In Figure 2.1, the weight inside 〈A9, N5, A8, N2, A5, A6〉 is 1.75 whereas the weight out-
side this path is 7− 1.75 = 5.25.
Definition 5 The density ratio of path p, λp =
ap÷wp
(|A|−ap)÷(|W |−wp) [85, 47].
The density ratio of path p, λp is the ratio of the activity density inside path p,
ap
wp
to
the activity density outside p,
|A|−ap
|W |−wp . Table 2.1 lists 3 shortest paths from Figure 2.1,
namely 〈A9, A6〉, 〈A4, A10〉, and 〈A1, A7〉. Path 〈A9, A6〉 contains activities A9, A8, A5
and A6 and has a weight of 1.75, hence its density is
4
1.75 while the density outside is
10−4
7−1.75 . Therefore, the density ratio of path 〈A9, A6〉 is 4÷1.75(10−4)÷(7−1.75) = 2. By similar
calculation, path 〈A4, A10〉 has a density ratio of 1.42 and path 〈A1, A7〉 has a density
ratio of 14.
The reason why we use density ratio as the test statistic in this chapter is two-fold.
First, density ratio is in a family of metrics inspired from the hypothesis test in which the
null hypothesis is ”the density inside and outside a path are equal” while the alternative
hypothesis is ”the density inside a path is larger than outside”. These metrics are
largely used in hotspot detection literature [47, 84, 94] and follow three properties [84]:
(1) Given a fixed weight, the metric increases monotonically with activity coverage. (2)
Given a fixed activity coverage, the metric decreases monotonically with weight. (3)
Given a fixed ratio of activity coverage to the weight, the metric increases monotonically
with the weight. Any metrics that follow these properties (e.g., log likelihood ratio [47])
can be directly applied in the proposed approaches without any algorithmic changes.
Second, among these metrics, density ratio is widely used in the literature that deals
with activities associated with spatial networks [85]. We use density ratio to make it
easier to compare the proposed algorithms with the literature.
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Table 2.1: Examples of density ratio.
Definition 6 An active edge is an edge e ∈ E that has 1 or more activities. An
active node is a node u joined by an active edge. An inactive node is a node that is
not joined by any active edges.
Definition 7 An Active node is a node n ∈ N that at least one of its incident edges
has 1 or more activities.
Edges 〈N1, N2〉 and 〈N2, N3〉 in Figure 2.1 are active edges because they each have
at least one activity, and nodes N1, N2, N3, N5, N6, and N7 are all active nodes because
they are all joined by active edges. By contrast, Node N4 is an inactive node because
it is not joined by any active edges.
Definition 8 A super-path of path p is any path sp that contains p, where sp is a
subset of G. A sub-path is a path making up part of the super-path.
For example, in Figure 2.1, 〈N1, N2, N5, N6〉 and 〈N1, N2, N5, N7〉 are super-paths of
〈N1, N2, N5〉. Conversely, 〈N1, N2, N5〉 is a sub-path of 〈N1, N2, N5, N6〉.
2.2.2 Problem Statement
The problem of Linear Hotspot Discovery on Shortest Paths (LHDSP) can be expressed
as follows:
Given:
1. A spatial network G = (N,E) with a set of geo-referenced activities A, each if
which is associated with an edge.
2. A density ratio threshold, θλ,
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3. A p-value threshold, θp and the corresponding number of Monte Carlo simulations
needed, m,
Find: All shortest paths r ∈ R with λr ≥ θλ, p-value ≤ θp
Objective: Computational efficiency
Constraints:
1. ri ∈ R is not a sub-path of rj ∈ R for ∀ri, rj ∈ R where ri 6= rj ,
2. ∀ri ∈ R is not shorter than a minimum distance (φ) threshold θφ
3. Correctness and completeness
The spatial network input for LHDSP is defined in Definition 1. The θλ input is a
threshold indicating the minimum desired density ratio. The θp input is the desired level
of statistical significance and m is the corresponding number of Monte Carlo simulations
needed for determining statistical significance. The output for LHDSP is all shortest
paths between activities meeting the desired likelihood ratio and level of statistical
significance. The shortest paths returned are constrained so that they are not sub-
paths of any other path in the output. This constraint aims to improve solution quality
by reducing redundancy in the paths returned. In addition, the distance of significant
paths cannot be shorter than θφ. This constraint aims to avoid meaningless tiny paths
that have high density ratio (e.g., a path between two activities very close to each other
may have a high density ratio).
Dynamic Segmentation: Our approach resolves statistically significant routes to the
sub-edge level (i.e., routes between activities), which is not investigated in our previous
work [86]. This requires a model called dynamic segmentation. Intuitively, it modifies
the traditional network structure such that new nodes are formed at the locations of
activities and new edges are added to connect these nodes.
The pseudocode in Algorithm 1 shows the process of dynamic segmentation. All the
edges with a activities (where a > 0) are split into a nodes and a + 1 edges (line 2).
For clarification, in this model, the nodes before segmentation are referred to as static
nodes, while the newly formed nodes, which are essentially activities, are referred to as
dynamic nodes. The weights of the newly formed edges in the dynamically segmented
network are then updated based on the distance between activities (line 3). In other
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words, the weight of the dynamic edge formed between activity x and activity y will
be updated to the distance between these two activities. Dynamic nodes are stored in
dynamicNodes, and newly formed edges are stored in dynamicEdges (line 4).
For example, in Figure 2.1, activities A1, A2, A3, etc. become nodes in the spatial
network, and edge 〈N1, N2 is cut into several edges, namely 〈N1, A1〉, 〈A1, A2〉, 〈A2, A3〉,
〈A3, A4〉, and 〈A4, N2〉.
The dynamic segmentation model enables us to evaluate paths that start and end
with activities and may be in the middle of an edge. As such, the density ratios tend to
be more precise since the extra portions of the path before the first activity and after
the last activity are trimmed. Therefore, segments which were previously not tested
for statistical significance or which may have been previously deemed “not significant”
because they were on a long empty edge, may end up as part of the result. For example,
in Figure 2.1, 〈A1, A2, A3, A4, N2, A5, A6, A7〉 and 〈N1, N2, N3〉 have the same set of
activities but the weight of 〈A1, A2, A3, A4, N2, A5, A6, A7〉 is less. In this case, the
density ratio for 〈A1, A2, A3, A4, N2, A5, A6, A7〉 is much higher (14 vs. 5.83), and the
p-value is smaller (0.001 vs. 0.006).
Algorithm 1 Dynamic Segmentation
Input:
1) A spatial network G = (N,E) with a set of geo-referenced activities with point
locations on network nodes or edges and weight function w(u, v) > 0 for each edge
e = (u, v) ∈ E (e.g., network distance)
Output: A dynamically segmented spatial network Gs derived from G
Algorithm:
1: for each edges e ∈ G with a > 0 activities do
2: Split e into a nodes, na, and a+ 1 edges, ea
3: update weights of ea based on coordinates of activities
4: dynamicNodes← na, dynamicEdges← ea
Finding Significant Paths
Each shortest path in the spatial network is evaluated for statistical significance using
Monte Carlo simulations to determine whether or not it is statistically anomalous. Here
the null hypothesis states that the paths identified by the path density ratio are random
or by chance alone. The density ratio is associated with a p-value to decide whether the
null hypothesis should be rejected in the hypothesis test. The p-value is the probability
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of obtaining a density ratio that is equal to or greater than than that observed by chance
alone.
In the Monte Carlo simulations, each activity in the original graph G is randomly
put on a location in G so that the number of activities on each edge is shuﬄed, forming
a new graph Gs. Note that all the activities in G are present in Gs, with no activities
added or removed. We then compare the highest density ratio λmaxGs of randomized
Gs with the density ratio of each path pi whose density ratio is equal to or greater
than the threshold in the original G. In a na¨ıve way, in order to compute λmaxGs
of Gs, all-pairs shortest paths in Gs need to be computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm
since shuﬄed activities are considered as nodes, making Gs a new graph. Then the
density ratios of these paths are evaluated. However, an algorithmic refinement named
neighbor node filter (Section 4.1.1) is proposed to evaluate the density ratios without
running Dijkstra’s algorithm on the whole graph. If the original value is smaller, then
c = c+ 1 for path pi. The above process repeats m, making the subsequent p-value
c+1
m
for path pi. Paths whose p-values are less than or equal to the given p-value threshold
are deemed statistically significant.
2.3 Preliminary Results
We initially solved the LHDSP problem with a previously proposed algorithm (SRM GIS) [86]
featuring two algorithmic refinements: Density Ratio Pruning and Monte Carlo Speedup.
Note that even though SRM GIS was proposed to solve LHDSP without dynamic seg-
mentation, it can also be directly applied to dynamically segmented networks. Before
describing SRM GIS, we first review a na¨ıve algorithm (SRM Na¨ıve) that solves the
LHDSP problem.
2.3.1 Na¨ıve Significant Route Miner (SRM Na¨ıve)
Algorithm 2 presents the pseudocode for the SRM Na¨ıve approach. The basic idea
behind the algorithm is to find all statistically significant shortest paths in the dynami-
cally segmented spatial network whose density ratio exceeds the threshold θλ, under the
constraint that the shortest paths returned are not sub-paths of any other path in the
output. Algorithm 2 proceeds by calculating all-pairs shortest paths, P , in the spatial
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network (Line 2). Line 3 evaluates each shortest path in P to determine if it meets the
given θλ to form a Candidates set. In line 4, the statistical significance of each shortest
path in Candidates is evaluated and the significant routes are stored in SigRoutes.
In order to assess statistical significance, all shortest paths in each of the m simulated
graphs are used to calculate the p-value. In line 5, all paths in SigRoutes that are not
sub-paths of any other path in SigRoutes are returned, and the algorithm terminates.
The purpose of returning significant routes that are not sub-paths of any other path is
to improve solution quality. For example, if 〈N1, N2〉 and 〈N1, N2, N3〉 are both found
to be significant, only 〈N1, N2, N3〉 is returned.
Algorithm 2 Na¨ıve Significant Route Miner (SRM Na¨ıve) Algorithm
Input:
1) A spatial network G = (N,E) with a set of geo-referenced activities with point
locations on network nodes or edges and weight function w(u, v) > 0 for each edge
e = (u, v) ∈ E (e.g., network distance),
2) A density ratio (λ) threshold, θλ,
3) A p-value threshold, θp,
4) m, indicating the number of Monte Carlo simulations,
5) A minimum distance (φ) threshold θφ
Output:
All routes r ∈ R with λr ≥ θλ, φr ≥ θφ and p-value significance level
Algorithm:
1: GDS ← dynamically segment G
2: {Step 1:} P ← calculate all-pairs shortest paths in GDS
3: {Step 2:} Candidates← paths in P having λ ≥ θλ and φ ≥ θφ
4: {Step 3:} SigRoutes ← significant paths in Candidates using m Monte Carlo
simulations
5: {Step 4:} return paths that are not sub-paths of any other path in SigRoutes
SRM Na¨ıve Example: Figure 2.4 shows an example execution trace of SRM Na¨ıve.
The spatial network has 7 nodes, 7 edges, and 10 activities with specific locations on
the edges. The density ratio threshold θλ is set to 12, the p-value threshold θp is set to
0.001, and the minimum distance threshold θφ is set to 0.75.
In step 1, all-pairs shortest paths in the given dynamically segmented spatial network
are calculated (only paths with high density ratios are shown in the figure). For example,
the shortest path between nodes A1 and A2 is 〈A1, A2〉. In step 2, the density ratio,
λ, for each shortest path is determined (see Definition 5) and paths whose λ ≥ θλ and
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Minimum distance threshold = 0.75
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Figure 2.4: Example execution trace of Na¨ıve Significant Route Miner (SRM Na¨ıve).
Circles represent nodes and lines represent edges.
φ ≥ θφ are stored as candidates. In the figure, from the 6 paths listed whose λ ≥ θλ,
only the first two paths are considered as candidates since their distances meet or exceed
the threshold. In step 3, the statistical significance of each candidate is calculated using
Monte Carlo simulations (discussed next). Both of the 2 candidates meet the p-value
threshold of 0.01. In step 4 (shown as the output), all paths among the significant
paths that are not sub-paths of any other path are returned as significant routes. In
this example, path 〈A1, A2, A3, A4, N2, A5, A6, A7〉 are returned since it is the super-path
of the other candidate. To reduce the prohibitive computational cost of SRM Na¨ıve, a
new algorithm (SRM GIS) is proposed in our previous work [86].
2.3.2 Significant Route Miner with Density Ratio Pruning and Monte
Carlo Speedup (SRM GIS)
The SRM GIS algorithm uses filter and refine techniques (e.g., density ratio pruning
and Monte Carlo speedup) to achieve computational savings. The filter and refine
techniques may not change worst case complexity but they can reduce runtime in many
cases. Density ratio pruning creates a boundary via an upper-bound density ratio such
that not all destinations are visited from each source node. Some of the destinations
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are pruned because the shortest paths to them will never meet the likelihood ratio
threshold. Monte Carlo speedup avoids generating all shortest paths in cases where
a shortest path in the simulated dataset has a higher density ratio than the shortest
paths in the original dataset. Monte Carlo speedup also terminates early if the p-value
threshold will not be met based on the number of times the maximum density ratio in
the simulated dataset beats the maximum density ratio in the original dataset.
Density Ratio Pruning
Density ratio pruning aims to reduce the need to calculate all-pairs shortest paths
in the graph GDS based on the given density ratio threshold θλ. It is based on the idea
that for each shortest path p, it is possible to determine an upper-bound density ratio
for the super-paths rooted at p’s start node, without calculating those super-paths.
The intuition behind the upper-bound density ratio for path p is that (1) the number
of activities on all of p’s super-paths rooted at p’s start node are bounded by the
number of activities in the spatial network minus the number of activities in the current
shortest path tree rooted at the source node in p and (2) the weight of any super-
path of p is at least the weight of the closest edge to p plus p’s weight. Using the
upper-bound density ratio makes it possible to terminate the all-pairs shortest paths
computing earlier. However, since the dynamically segmented network varies during
each Monte Carlo simulation trial, the shortest paths need to be computed in each trial.
Even though each trial may be early terminated by the upper-bound pruning, the cost
is still high. In addition, to ensure the correctness of the results, a post-processing
step to verify if the paths with high density ratios are actual shortest path needs to be
added to each simulation trial. More details of density ratio pruning are in our previous
paper [86]. Due to the limited speedup, density ratio pruning is no longer used in the
proposed approaches in this chapter.
Monte Carlo Speedup
Monte Carlo speedup aims to calculate the p-value without the need to consider all
shortest paths in each simulated graph. The basic idea is that once a shortest path in
the simulated graph is found to have a higher density ratio than the maximum density
ratio in the original graph, the simulation immediately ends with the p-value being
incremented. In other words, there is no reason to keep looking at all shortest paths in
the simulated graph if we find one that already beats the maximum density ratio in the
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original graph. Additionally, Monte Carlo speedup stops all simulations the moment
p out of m simulations are found where the simulated density ratio beats the original
maximum density ratio. In other words, there is no reason to execute all m simulations
if we find that the p-value threshold will not be met.
Lemma 1 Monte Carlo Speedup is a correct method for calculating p-value.
Proof 1 A method for calculating p-value is correct if it accurately determines the num-
ber of times, p, out of m simulations that the simulated density ratio beats the original
maximum density ratio. Monte Carlo speedup only increments p when a density ratio
is found in the simulated graph that beats the original density ratio. Thus, Monte Carlo
Speedup is correct.
2.4 Proposed Approach
In section 2.3, we review SRM GIS [86] to address the LHDSP problem. However, the
high computational cost makes it not capable to handle large amount of data. In this
section, we propose a new algorithm (SRM TBD) to significantly scale up the solution
to the LHDSP problem. Two new algorithmic refinements, namely neighbor node filter
algorithm and shortest path tree pruning algorithm (SPTP) are introduced, respectively.
2.4.1 Algorithms
Neighbor Node Filter
The idea behind the neighbor node filter is to obtain the shortest path between a
pair of activities by stitching together a shortest path between two static nodes in the
original network (i.e., the network before dynamic segmentation) with paths between
the activities and the static nodes. Recall that in SRM GIS [86], due to the activity
shuﬄe, the dynamically segmented spatial network changes during each Monte Carlo
simulation trial, which requires computing all-pairs shortest paths in each trial. In
addition, since activities are considered as dynamic nodes in the dynamically segmented
spatial networks, the cost for all-pairs shortest path computing gets higher than it would
in the original network. Neighbor node filter reduces the computational cost in two ways.
First, since the network does not change during Monte Carlo simulation trials, all-pairs
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shortest paths only need to be computed once. Second, only shortest paths between
static nodes need to be computed. This reduces the all-pairs shortest path computing
cost compared with SRM GIS.
The pseudocode for the neighbor node filter can be found in Algorithm 3. The
algorithm first computes all-pairs shortest paths between static nodes of the original
spatial network (line 1). Then, the algorithm seeks to avoid directly calculating all-
pairs shortest paths between activities. Instead it determines these paths by stitching
together shortest paths between static nodes in the original network PNA with paths
between activities and the start and end of paths in PNA (lines 2∼5). To determine
the exact shortest path for each pair of activities, it needs to find the shortest one from
up to 4 stitched together paths. An illustrative example of this step is shown in next
paragraph. In the Monte Carlo simulations, the original network never changes since
only activities are shuﬄed. Therefore, only distances between each pair of activities
need to be computed; there is no need to recompute all-pairs shortest paths (line 7).
The speedup of the neighbor node filter comes from two directions. First, instead
of computing the all-pairs shortest paths on the dynamically segmented graph, it only
computes the shortest paths between static nodes. Second, it avoids computing all-pairs
shortest paths in each Monte Carlo simulation trial. In Section 2.4.2 and Section 2.6,
it is evaluated theoretically and experimentally, respectively.
Neighbor Node Filter Example of Step 1: Figure 2.5 illustrates an example of
the neighbor node filter. Shortest path 〈A1, A10〉 is calculated by selecting the short-
est among 4 stitched together paths: (1) 〈A1, N1〉, 〈N1, N5〉, 〈N5, A10〉; (2) 〈A1, N1〉,
〈N1, N6〉, 〈N6, A10〉; (3) 〈A1, N2〉, 〈N2, N5〉, 〈N5, A10〉; and (4) 〈A1, N2〉, 〈N2, N6〉, 〈N6, A10〉.
As the result, shortest path 〈A1, A10〉 is 〈A1, N2〉, 〈N2, N5〉, 〈N5, A10〉.
Shortest Path Tree Pruning A further refinement to the neighbor node filter is
the shortest path tree pruning (SPTP). In the neighbor node filter, the search space of
activity pairs is 4 × a2, where a is the total number of activities. One way to reduce
this search space is to eliminate certain activity pairs using an upper-bound pruning
approach. Based on this idea, we propose the shortest path tree pruning algorithm
(SPTP) which prunes a number of activities that are impossible to pair with for each
activity. Given a spatial network, a set of activities, and a density ratio threshold,
therefore, SPTP generates a list of candidate activities associated with each activity in
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Algorithm 3 Significant Route Miner using the Neighbor Node Filter and Monte Carlo
simulation speedup (SRM NN)
Inputs and Outputs are the same as SRM Na¨ıve
Algorithm:
{Step 1: Calculate shortest paths between activities}
1: PNA ← shortest paths between active nodes in G
2: for each ai ∈ A do
3: for each aj ∈ A do
4: P ← shortestpath(xi, xj) based on combining shortest paths in PNA with
the paths between each activity ai and aj and the nodes of their original edge
5: P ← shortest paths between all pairs of activities
6: Step 2 the same as SRM Na¨ıve
7: Step 3 use Monte Carlo Speedup with reuse of PNA in each trial
8: Step 4 the same as SRM Na¨ıve
the network. After SPTP, instead of evaluating paths between all pairs of activities,
we only need to evaluate the paths between an activity and its associated candidate
activities.
The pseudocode for SPTP is shown in Algorithm 4. For each shortest path tree of
the original graph G, SPTP does a depth-first-search with upper-bound pruning that
eliminates those activities impossible to pair with any activity adjacent to the root of
the tree. The search starts at the root (lines 3∼4), then traverses along the tree based
on a depth first routine. For each path (〈Nstart, Nend〉) under search, an upper-bound
of density ratio (a) is computed using an upper-bound of activities and a lower-bound
of weight (w). Specifically, a is computed by adding 4 terms together. The first term
is the number of activities on the path under search. The second term represents the
number of activities on the edge that has the largest number of activities among all the
edges adjacent to Nstart except the edges in the path under search. The third term is
the total number of activities on the subtree rooted at Nend. The fourth term represents
the number of activities on the edge that has the largest number of activities among all
the edges within or adjacent to the subtree rooted at Nend except the edges in the path
under search. The lower-bound of weight w is the weight of path 〈Nstart, Nend〉 (line
8). After that, the upper-bound of density ratio λ is computed (line 9) from a and w.
If λ is equal to or exceeds the density ratio threshold θλ, all the activities adjacent to
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Figure 2.5: Example of Neighbor Node Filter for LHDSP. Shortest paths between ac-
tivities are determined by stitching together (1) shortest paths between nodes in the
statically segmented network with (2) paths between activities and the start and end of
their original edges. Shortest path 〈A1, A10〉 is calculated by stitching together 〈A1, N2〉,
〈N2, N5〉, and 〈N5, A10〉 (Best in color).
Nend are put into the list of each activity adjacent to Nstart, and the search continues
on the subtree rooted at Nend (line 10∼13). Otherwise, the search ignores the subtree
rooted at Nend which means that any of the activities adjacent or within it is impossible
to pair with any activity adjacent to Nstart. Note that the activities adjacent to the
same active node, which means the path between them may not contain a path between
static nodes, are always put in the list.
Shortest Path Tree Pruning Example: Figure 2.6 shows the shortest path tree
rooted at N1 from the graph in Figure 2.1. Note that the blue edge between N4 and N5
is an edge in the graph but not in the tree. Each edge is associated with two numbers,
indicating its number of activities (red) and its weight (black). It picks the path having
the largest number of activities as the shortest path if there are more than one shortest
paths of equal weight between a pair of nodes. With the density ratio threshold set to
12, the algorithm starts from N1, searching either edge 〈N1, N2〉 or edge 〈N1, N4〉 as the
first step. For the purpose of illustration, we select 〈N1, N2〉. Then, we compute the
upper-bound of the density ratio λ of edge 〈N1, N2〉 by computing a and w. To compute
a of edge 〈N1, N2〉 , we add four numbers: (1) the number of activities on 〈N1, N2〉; (2)
the number of activities on 〈N1, N4〉 since it has the largest number of activities among
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Algorithm 4 Shortest Path Tree Pruning Algorithm (SPTP)
Input:
1) A spatial network G = (N,E) with a set of geo-referenced activities
2) Shortest path trees T (Ni) rooted at active node Ni, i = 1, · · · , |na|, where |na| is
the number of active nodes in G
3) A density ratio threshold θλ
Output:
A list of candidate activities Listaj associated with each activities aj in G
Algorithm:
1: Listaj ← ∅, j = 1, · · · , |A|, Stack s← ∅
2: for each T (Ni) do
3: Nstart ← Ni
4: s← Push (all children of Nstart)
5: while s is not empty do
6: Nend ← Pop (s)
7: a← number of activities on 〈Nstart, Nend〉
+ number of activities on the edge among all the edges adjacent to Nstart that has
the largest number of activities except edges in 〈Nstart, Nend〉
+ number of activities on Subtree(Nend)
+ number of activities on the edge among all the edges adjacent to or within
Subtree(Nend) that has the largest number of activities except edges in 〈Nstart, Nend〉
8: w ← w〈Nstart,Nend〉
9: λ← a÷w(|A|−a)÷(|W |−w)
10: if λ ≥ θλ then
11: for each activities aj adjacent to Nstart do
12: Listaj ← Listaj+ all activities on all the adjacent edges of Nend
13: s← Push (all children of Nend)
14: Nstart ← Nend
all the edges adjacent to N1 except 〈N1, N2〉; (3) the number of activities on the subtree
rooted at N2; and (4) the number of activities on 〈N2, N3〉 since it has the largest
number of activities among all the edges within or adjacent to the subtree rooted at
N2 except 〈N1, N2〉. Hence, a = 4 + 0 + 5 + 3 = 12. The lower-bound of weight w
is the weight of 〈N1, N2〉, which is 1, therefore, λ = ∞. Since ∞ exceeds the density
ratio threshold (i.e., 12), the search continues and the 8 activities adjacent to N2 are
put into the list of each of the 4 activities adjacent to N1. Next, The search continues
on the path 〈N1, N5〉. To compute a of path 〈N1, N5〉, we add four numbers: (1) the
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number of activities on 〈N1, N5〉; (2) the number of activities on 〈N1, N4〉 since it has
the largest number of activities among all the edges adjacent to N1 except 〈N1, N2〉; (3)
the number of activities on the subtree rooted at N5; and (4) the number of activities
on 〈N5, N6〉 since it has the largest number of activities among all the edges within or
adjacent to the subtree rooted at N2 except 〈N1, N5〉. Hence, a = 5 + 0 + 1 + 1 = 7.
The lower-bound of weight w is the weight of 〈N1, N5〉, which is 2, therefore, λ = 5.83.
Since 5.83 is smaller than the density ratio threshold (i.e., 12), the search on this branch
terminates and turns to path 〈N1, N3〉. A list of activity pairs will be found during the
depth-first search on the shortest path tree rooted at each active nodes.
N4 (1,1)(0,1)
N5N1
N2
N3
N6
N7
(4,1)
(3,1)
(1,1) (1,1)
(0,1)
(number of activities, weight)
edge in the SP tree
edge not in the SP tree
Figure 2.6: Example of Shortest Path Tree Pruning.
We propose a Significant Route Miner with both neighbor node filter, shortest path
tree pruning, and Monte Carlo simulation speedup (SRM TBD) whose pseudocode is
shown in Algorithm 5. In step 1, Instead of traversing all activity pairs which is did in
SRM NN, SRM TBD runs the SPTP algorithm to reduce the number of activity pairs.
Step 2∼4 are the same as SRM NN.
2.4.2 Theoretical Analysis
In this subsection, we first give some necessary lemmas that show the correctness and
completeness of the proposed SRM NN and SRM TBD algorithms. Then, we analyze
the time complexities of these algorithms, showing that in general cases, SRM TBD is
faster than SRM Na¨ıve and SRM NN.
Lemma 2 Dynamic Segmentation via Algorithm 1 does not lose any significant short-
est path p between activities if p is not a subset of any other significant shortest path
between the activities.
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Algorithm 5 Significant Route Miner with neighbor node filter, shortest path tree
pruning, and Monte Carlo simulation speedup (SRM TBD)
Inputs and Outputs are the same as SRM Na¨ıve
Algorithm:
{Step 1: Calculate shortest paths between activities}
1: PNA ← shortest paths between active nodes in G
2: Listai ← results from Shortest Path Tree Pruning (SPTP) algorithm, i = 1, · · · , |A|
3: for each ai ∈ A do
4: for each aj ∈ Listai do
5: P ← shortestpath(ai, aj) based on combining shortest paths in PNA with the
paths between each activity ai and aj and the nodes of their original edge
6: P ← shortest paths between all pairs of activities
7: Step 2∼4 the same as SRM NN
Proof 2 A method for adding nodes and edges to the spatial network based on the loca-
tions of activities is correct if it accurately adds each activity as a new node and inserts
edges between all nodes. Since the location of each activity is required for dynamic
segmentation, no activities are pruned, and all new nodes and edges are inserted (delet-
ing original edges that have been segmented), dynamic segmentation via Algorithm 1 is
correct.
Lemma 3 The shortest path enumerated in the neighbor node filter is correct.
Proof 3 This may be argued in a similar manner to that of hierarchical routing [95].
The key idea is that the shortest path between each activity must pass through either
the start or end node of each original edge that the activity was on in the original
spatial network before dynamic segmentation. Therefore, the overall shortest path can
be enumerated by considering only the shortest path between these static nodes and
stitching them to the shortest paths between each activity and the nodes of the original
edge it was on. Since all the up to 4 paths between each pair of activities are considered,
the neighbor node filter will find the correct path between any pair of activities.
Lemma 4 SRM NN is complete and correct.
Proof 4 SRM NN is complete if it can find all shortest paths that fulfill the density ratio
threshold and the p-value threshold. The shortest path between each pair of activities
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is enumerated, and the density ratio and p-value evaluation find all enumerated paths
that fulfill the density ratio and p-value thresholds. Therefore, SRM NN is complete.
SRM NN is correct if all significant paths found by SRM NN fulfill the density ratio
threshold and the p-value threshold. According to Lemma 3, all enumerated paths between
activities must be shortest paths. Density ratio and p-value evaluation eliminate all
enumerated paths that do not fulfill the density ratio or p-value threshold. Therefore,
SRM NN is correct.
Lemma 5 Shortest path tree pruning (SPTP) is correct pruning.
Proof 5 The correctness of SPTP means that the density ratio upper-bound λ of a
path p is an overestimate of its exact density ratio λ. First, suppose shortest path p is
stitched by three shortest paths: 〈A1, N1〉, 〈N1, N2〉, and 〈N2, A2〉, where A1 and A2 are
the two ends of p, N1 and N2 are the static nodes next to A1 and A2, respectively. λ is
computed from the shortest path tree rooted at either N1 or N2. Specifically, the number
of activities on 〈A1, N1〉 is overestimated by the second term of a in SPTP. The number
of activities on 〈N1, N2〉 is overestimated by the sum of the first and third terms of a in
SPTP. The number of activities on 〈N2, A2〉 is overestimated by the fourth term of a in
SPTP. Therefore, the number of activities upper-bound a of a path p is an overestimate
of its exact number of activities a. Second, since the weight of 〈N1, N2〉 must be smaller
than or equal to the sum weight of 〈A1, N1〉, 〈N1, N2〉, and 〈N2, A2〉, the lower-bound
weight w of p is an underestimate of its exact weight. In addition, the case that A1
and A2 are adjacent to the same static node, the path 〈A1, A2〉 are always evaluated. In
summary, SPTP is a correct pruning.
Lemma 6 SRM TBD is complete and correct.
Proof 6 SRM TBD is complete if SRM TBD can find all shortest paths that fulfill the
density ratio threshold and the p-value threshold. Since all paths that have higher density
ratios than the threshold survive the SPTP (Lemma 5) and are sent to neighbor node
filter. Since SRM NN is complete, SRM TBD is complete. SRM TBD is correct means
all significant paths found by SRM TBD fulfill the density ratio threshold and the p-value
threshold. Since all paths that survive the SPTP are sent to SRM NN which is correct
(Lemma 4), SRM TBD is correct.
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Computational Cost Analysis:
The computational costs of SRM Na¨ıve, SRM GIS and the proposed algorithms
SRM NN and SRM TBD stem from 1) the cost of calculating all-pairs shortest path
and 2) the cost of assessing statistical significance for all shortest paths in the spatial
network.
Cost of SRM Na¨ıve and SRM NN: the total cost of SRM Na¨ıve is O((m+1)×
((|NS |+ |ND|)2log(|NS |+ |ND|)+(|ND|)2)) = O(m× ((|NS |+ |ND|)2log(|NS |+ |ND|))),
where |NS | is the number of static nodes, and |ND| is the number of dynamic nodes.
O((|NS | + |ND|)2log(|NS | + |ND|)) is the cost of calculating all-pairs shortest paths
in the spatial network, O(|ND|2) is the cost of calculating the density ratios of all
enumerated paths between activities, and m is the number of Monte Carlo simulations.
Note that the cost of all-pairs shortest path computing is O((|NS |+ |ND|)|E|+ (|NS |+
|ND|)2log(|NS | + |ND|)) with a priority queue implemented by Fibonacci heap, where
O(|E|) indicates the number of edges in the network. Since transportation networks are
sparse so that O(|E|) is dominated by O((|NS | + |ND|)log(|NS | + |ND|)), we simplify
this cost to O((|NS |+ |ND|)2log(|NS |+ |ND|)) in our analysis. In addition, the cost of
computing the density ratio of a path is O(1) since the number of activities and weight
of each shortest path can be stored during the all-pairs shortest paths computing.
Cost of SRM NN: The total cost for SRM NN is O(|NS |2log|NS | + fMC ×m ×
(|ND|+ |NS | × |E|+ |ND|2)), where O(|NS |2log|NS |) is the cost for computing all-pairs
shortest paths on the original spatial network, O(m × (|ND| + |NS | × |E| + |ND|2)
indicates the cost of calculating the density ratios of all enumerated paths between
activities. Specifically, it costs O(|ND|) to find out the number of activities on each
edge. Then, for each shortest path tree rooted at a static node, it costs O(|E|) to find
the number of activities for each shortest path in the tree by accumulating the numbers
of activities following a ”root-to-leaf” routine. In addition, fMC is an indicator of the
speedup from Monte Carlo speedup the same as in SRM GIS. The cost for calculating
the density ratios will be simplified to O(m× |ND|2) which are the dominating terms.
It can be seen that the speedup over SRM GIS comes from the all-pairs shortest
path computing. First, in SRM NN, all-pairs shortest paths need to be computed only
once instead of being computed in each Monte Carlo simulation trial as in SRM GIS.
This decreases the cost a lot since it typically needs 100 ∼ 1000 trials in the Monte
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Carlo simulation. In addition, number of nodes taken into consideration decreases from
|NS |+ |ND| to |NS |. This difference can be large since |ND| could be big when the time
period of the dataset is long.
Cost of SRM TBD: The total cost for SRM TBD is O(|NS |2log|NS | + fMC ×
m × (fDFS × |ND|(|ND| + |NS |) + fSP × |ND|2)). Compared with SRM NN, it aims
to reduce the cost of the path evaluation part. In each Monte Carlo simulation trial,
depth first searches are run on ND shortest path trees, each costing O(|ND| + |NS |).
However, the depth first searches are not necessarily complete with existence of the
pruning, therefore, fDFS is multiplied to indicate the speedup from the pruning, where
0 ≤ fDFS ≤ 1. Moreover, the path evaluation does not need to go through all activity
pairs, fSP shows a speedup from that, where 0 ≤ fSP ≤ 1. In worst case, SRM TBD
costs more than SRM NN since the depth first search takes some time but may not prune
anything. However, in practice, the pruning ratio is always high, giving SRM TBD a
significant speedup over SRM NN (shown in Section 2.6).
2.5 Case studies
We conducted two qualitative evaluations of our algorithm (SRM TBD) with and with-
out dynamic segmentation by comparing their results with the results of SaTScan [69]
on two real data sets. First, we used a real pedestrian fatality data set [3], shown in
Figure 2.7(a). As noted earlier, SaTScan discovers areas of significant activity that
are represented as circles on the spatial network while SRM TBD discovers signifi-
cant shortest paths. The input consisted of 43 pedestrian fatalities (represented as
dots) in Orlando, Florida occurring between 2000 and 2009. For each edge (portion of
road) in the network, fatality count was aggregated, yielding an overall activity number.
Weights of edges were the actual road network distance. The maps were prepared using
QGIS’ Open Layers plugin [96], and the network was from the US Census Bureau’s
TIGER/Line Shapefiles [97].
To evaluate the techniques, we considered the outputs of circles vs. shortest paths.
We used a p-value threshold of 0.04 for our linear hotspot discovery approach. As noted
earlier, pedestrian fatalities usually occur on streets, particularly along arterial road-
ways [1]. Thus this activity can be said to have a linear generator. However, the results
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with high p-values generated by SaTScan do not capture this. From Figure 2.7(b), it
is clear that SatScan’s circle-based output is meant for areas, not streets. In contrast,
the shortest paths detected by SRM TBD without dynamic segmentation fully capture
the significant activities on the arterial roads (some of the paths in Figure 2.7(c) are
overlapping). Furthermore, the paths in the figure make sense in this context due to
the inherently linear nature of the activities.
We further compared SRM TBD outputs generated with and without dynamic seg-
mentation. With dynamic segmentation (Figure 2.7(d)), SRM TBD is able to detect
the linear hotspot marked as brown (on the road running vertically in the middle of the
figure) which is completely missed without dynamic segmentation. The reason is that
the overall density ratio of this vertical road is compromised by the empty portion at
the bottom, making it not qualified as a hotspot. However, with dynamic segmentation,
the dense portion of that road is found as a hotspot while the empty portion at the bot-
tom is dismissed. This contrast shows that dynamic segmentation assists in discovering
statistically significant hotspots that are previously missed. In addition, with dynamic
segmentation, SRM TBD gives hotspots with more accurate and precise locations and
higher density ratios. For example the blue hotspots in Figure 2.7(c) and Figure 2.7(d)
indicate the same road. However, the hotspot with dynamic segmentation indicates the
precise location where the activities are clustered while the hotspot without dynamic
segmentation contains empty portions at both the top and bottom end. Quantitatively,
with dynamic segmentation, the density ratio of the blue hotspot is higher (i.e., 2.77
vs. 1.85) and the p-value is lower (i.e., 0.02 vs. 0.04). These results demonstrate that
dynamic segmentation assists in discovering the location of hotspots more precisely than
the other technique.
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(d) SRM TBD with dynamic segmentation
P-value = 0.02
density ratio = 2.45
P-value = 0.02
density ratio = 2.48
P-value = 0.01
density ratio = 3.85
(e) SRM TBD with road segments partitioned by
fixed interval of 0.2km
P-value = 0.04
density ratio = 1.97
P-value = 0.01
density ratio = 3.51
(f) SRM TBD with road segments partitioned by
fixed interval of 0.8km
Figure 2.7: Comparing SRM TBD (without dynamic segmentation), SRM TBD (with-
out dynamic segmentation, roads are partitioned by fixed intervals), SRM TBD (with
dynamic segmentation), and SaTScan’s output on pedestrian fatality data from Or-
lando, FL [3] (Best in color).
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Also, long road segments in this network are partitioned with fixed intervals of 0.2km
and 0.8km respectively, and then ran SRM TBD without dynamic segmentation. The
results detected using a small interval of 0.2km shown in Figure 2.7(e) are close to the
results detected with dynamic segmentation shown in Figure 2.7(d) with minor differ-
ence at the ends of the hotspots, making the density ratios slightly smaller. Figure 2.7(f)
shows the results detected using a large interval of 0.8km, in which the vertical hotspot
(brown color) is missed. It can be seen that the results are subject to the length of the
interval which is user-specified. If the interval is large, this method may still miss some
patterns compared to dynamic segmentation; if the interval is small, this method may
have comparable solution quality to dynamic segmentation, however, the computational
cost will be expensive since the number of nodes in the partitioned network is much
larger than in the original network.
In order to evaluate the SRM TBD in larger datasets, we also conducted a case
study on a dataset of 1529 simple assaults in Denver, Colorado during 2015 [98] with a
p-value threshold of 0.01. As shown in Figure 2.8(b), SatScan finds a big circular hotspot
that covers the downtown area as well as another small hotspot in the middle of the
study area. Using a minimum distance threshold of 1km, SRM TBD without dynamic
segmentation discovers 4 nonoverlapped hotspots on the major roads shown in Fig-
ure 2.8(c). SRM TBD with dynamic segmentation discovers 6 nonoverlapped hotspots
shown in Figure 2.8(d). Some of them (e.g., yellow, green, blue) indicate the same roads
as those without dynamic segmentation but capture slightly different portions of the
roads, giving higher density ratios. In addition, some previously missed hotspots are
captured using dynamic segmentation such as the cyan, pink, and black hotspots. The
p-values and density ratios of the results are listed in the right side of Figure 2.8. Case
study on this larger dataset also demonstrates that dynamic segmentation helps locate
the hotspots more precisely and find previously missed hotspots.
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(a) Input (b) SatScan
(c) SRM_TBD without dynamic segmentation (d) SRM_TBD with dynamic segmentation
p-value = 0.01
p-value = 0.01
P-values and density ratios of results 
without dynamic segmentation
P-values and density ratios of results 
with dynamic segmentation
Figure 2.8: Comparing SRM TBD (without dynamic segmentation), SRM TBD (with
dynamic segmentation), and SaTScan’s output on street robbery data from Denver,
CO [3] (Best in color).
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2.6 Experimental Evaluation
The goal of our experiments was to evaluate the scalability of the proposed approach
in sub-edge level linear hotspot discovery. To achieve this goal, we designed two sets
of experiments. First, we conducted self-analysis experiments that evaluate the effect
of each algorithmic refinement under a varying number of activities in the dataset.
Second, we conducted comparative analysis experiments that compare SRM TBD with
the baseline approaches (i.e., SRM Na¨ıve and SRM NN).
2.6.1 Experiment Setup
Our experiments were performed on a real-world road network dataset obtained from
the US Census Bureau’s TIGER/Line Shapefiles [97] that contained about 500 nodes
and 1000 edges. The weight of each edge was the actual road network distance. The
varying number of activities used in the experiments were synthetic data generated
under the complete spatial randomness. Network size was varied by putting virtual
nodes on the edges. All experiments were performed on a Macbook Pro with an Intel
Core i7 Quad Core 2.2 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM.
2.6.2 Effect of Algorithmic Refinements
Effect of the Neighbor Node Filter: The experiment to evaluate the neighbor
node filter had two parts. The first part was designed to test how much speedup is
earned without Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. We compared the running time between
SRM Na¨ıve and SRM Na¨ıve with the neighbor node filter in one run of the all-pair
shortest paths computing and density ratio evaluation with varying number of activities.
The density ratio threshold was set to 5. Figure 2.9(a) shows the execution times in
log scale. We found that the cost of SRM Na¨ıve grows much larger as the number of
activities increases while the cost remains steady with the neighbor node filter. The
reason is that the cost of all-pairs shortest paths computing scales up with the number
of nodes in the dynamically segmented graph, which increases as the number of activities
increases. In contrast, with the neighbor node filter, all-pairs shortest paths are only
computed on the original graph, whose size does not vary with the number of activities.
The slight increase of cost comes from the density ratio evaluation. The second part
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of the experiment aimed to evaluate the speedup coming from the MC simulations.
The parameters was set the same as the first part except 100 MC simulation trials are
run with a p-value threshold set to 0.05. Figure 2.9(b) shows the execution times in
log scale. We found that the speedup of neighbor node filter increases from 10 to 100
times as the number of activities increases. This speedup comes from both the all-pairs
shortest paths computing as shown in the first part and the re-use of the shortest paths.
Effect of Shortest Path Tree Pruning: This experiment aimed to evaluate the
speedup earned from the shortest path tree pruning (SPTP) approach. We compared
the neighbor node filter algorithm to the approach using both neighbor node filter and
SPTP. The density ratio threshold was set to 5, while the p-value threshold was set to
0.05 and the number of MC simulation trials was set to 100. Figure 2.9(c) shows the
execution times in log scale. We found that the cost with SPTP grows more slowly as
the number of activities increases.
Effect of Monte Carlo Simulation Speedup: We evaluated the speedup earned
from the MC simulation speedup by comparing SRM TBD’s performance with and
without Monte Carlo simulation speedup. The density ratio threshold was set to 5,
while the p-value threshold was set to 0.05. Figure 2.9(d) shows the execution times in
linear scale. We found that the speedup provided from MC speedup keeps about 20%.
Memory Cost Test: We evaluated the memory cost of SRM NN and SRM TBD under
different sizes of network and number of activities, respectively. Figure 2.9(e) shows the
memory costs with numbers of nodes varied from 250 to 2000, and Figure 2.9(f) shows
the memory costs with numbers of activities varied from 200 to 1600. We found that
SRM TBD cost memory as around two times as SRM NN. The main reason is that
SRM NN maintains only the all-pairs shortest paths but SRM TBD also maintains the
shortest path trees. We found that as the size of the network increased, the memory
cost for both algorithms increased relatively fast since the total size of paths and trees
increased quadratically. As the number of activities increased, the memory cost for
both algorithms increased relatively slow since the total size of paths and trees increased
linearly caused by the increase of number of active nodes.
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2.6.3 Results of Comparative-analysis Experiments
Effect of the Number of Activities: This experiment was designed to compare the
performance of all approaches with varying numbers of activities among SRM Na¨ıve,
SRM GIS and SRM TBD. The density ratio threshold was set to 5, p-value threshold
was set to 0.05 and the number of Monte Carlo simulation trials was set to 100. We
varied the number of activities from 200 to 1600. When the number of activities is 1600,
dynamic segmentation increases the network size by adding 1600 new nodes to the 500
nodes in the original network. Figure 2.9(g) gives the execution times in log scale.
SRM TBD resides apart from SRM Na¨ıve and SRM GIS, especially when the number
of activities is larger. For example, when number of activities is 1600, SRM TBD was
about 100 times faster than SRM GIS.
In addition, in order to test the scalability of the proposed algorithms in larger
datasets, we varied the number of activities from 4000 to 32000 on a network containing
2000 nodes and 2500 edges. The new network was generated by putting virtual nodes
on the edges of the orginal network. It ran only SRM NN, SRM NN with shortest path
tree pruning (SPTP) and SRM TBD on these larger datasets since SRM Na¨ıve and
SRM GIS cost prohibitive time (e.g., SRM Na¨ıve cost approximate 50000 seconds for
2000 activities). The execution times in log scale given Figure 2.9(h) show that the
proposed algorithmic refinements maintained the performance on these datasets and
SRM TBD was able to handle larger datasets within reasonable running time.
Effect of the Density Ratio Threshold: In this experiment, the number of activities
was set to 800, the p-value threshold was set to 0.05, and the number of MC simulations
was set to 100. We varied the density ratio threshold from 2.5 to 10. The results are
shown in Figure 2.9(i). As can be observed, SRM TBD cost fewer when the density ratio
threshold got larger while maintaining the speedup over SRM Na¨ıve and SRM GIS.
Effect of the Size of the Network: In this experiment, number of activities was set
to 800, p-value threshold was set to 0.05, number of MC simulations was set to 100,
and density ratio threshold was set to 5. We varied the number of nodes in the network
from 250 to 500, while keeping the ratio between number of nodes and edges. This was
realized by adding or removing virtual nodes on the existing edges of the real dataset.
The results are shown in Figure 2.9(j). As observed, the cost of SRM TBD resides apart
from SRM Na¨ıve and SRM TBD.
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Figure 2.9: Experimental evaluations of effect of each algorithmic refinement (Fig-
ure 2.9(a)-(f)) and comparisons among candidate algorithms under different varying
parameters (Figure 2.9(g)-(j))
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In summary, each of the three algorithmic refinements, namely the neighbor node fil-
ter, the shortest path tree pruning, and the Monte Carlo speedup, contributes to reduce
the computational cost. The comparative-analysis experiments show that SRM TBD
performs much better than the SRM Na¨ıve approach and SRM GIS [86] under the vary-
ing of different parameters of the dataset.
2.7 Discussion
Techniques without significance testing: This chapter focuses on partitioning tech-
niques that consider statistical significance. There are a myriad of other techniques
that divide data into groups without considering statistical significance. These include
DBScan [89], K-Means [90], KMR [91], and Maximum Subgraph Finding [92]. For ex-
ample, the algorithm from our previous work [91] on summarizing activities using routes
may return routes that are not statistically significant. DBScan [89] finds clusters in
Euclidean space. However, it is sensitive to the parameter selection and may return
chance clusters even on a complete spatial randomness dataset. Post-processing the
output of these techniques for statistical significance will not guarantee completeness as
some of the clusters returned may not be statistically significant. We will explore ways
to include statistical significance testing with traditional methods such as K-Means, etc.
Techniques to reduce memory cost: The proposed algorithm needs to store
information of all-pairs shortest paths and shortest path trees, which takes a memory
cost of |NS |2 where |NS | is the number of road intersections in the spatial network.
When the size of the spatial network is large to a point, it not feasible to store all
the information in memory. To deal with this problem, two techniques which trade off
memory cost with running time can be applied. (1) Store the paths and trees in hard
drive instead of memory. In this technique, the specific paths and trees are loaded into
memory as they are acquired. This reduces the memory cost but increases I/O running
time. However, this cost can be mitigated if the information is stored in a well-indexed
structure. (2) Use a hierarchical structure. With a hierarchical structure, the spatial
network is partitioned into multiple fragments. Only information within each fragment
is stored in memory. Suppose the spatial network is partitioned into p fragments each
having |NS |/p road intersections. The memory cost of storing shortest paths reduces
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from |NS |2 to (|NS |/p)2 × p = |NS |2/p plus the cost for storing the boundary graph.
However, when information across different fragments is acquired, on-time computation
is needed which increase the running time. Detailed discussion of hierarchical structure
applied in routing algorithms is available in related literature [99].
2.8 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter explored the problem of significant linear hotspot discovery in relation to
important application domains such as preventing pedestrian fatalities and crime analy-
sis. It proposed algorithms that discovers multiple statistically significant shortest paths
at the sub-edge level in a spatial network. The proposed approach uses a neighbor node
filter, shortest path tree pruning, and Monte Carlo speedup to enhance its performance
and scalability. Two case studies on pedestrian fatality and crime data validate the su-
periority of our approach over SatScan for detecting statistically significant hotspots of
a linear nature. Experimental evaluation using real-world and synthetic data indicated
that the algorithmic refinements utilized by our approach yield substantial computa-
tional savings without sacrificing result quality.
In future work, we plan to explore other types of data that may not be associated
with a point in a street (e.g., aggregated pedestrian fatality data at the zip code level).
The present research is centered on finding high concentrations of activities whose counts
and locations are deterministic. However, future work is needed to investigate attributes
that may not be deterministic such as delay when moving between nodes, capacity
constraints, etc. Additionally, estimating p-values via Monte Carlo simulations may be
done in different ways. The current approach permutes the activities. Alternatively, it
can permute activity count which may provide a Poisson distribution assumption. In
addition, the proposed problem aims to find significant path that are shortest paths.
We plan to investigate how to define conceptually more meaningful paths than shortest
paths and develop corresponding scalable algorithms. Finally, finding spatio-temporal
linear hotspots is also a direction of our future work. Currently, we use an aggregated
number of activities over time. Instead, in the future, we plan to find hotspots that
incorporate temporal information [100, 101]. They are potentially applied to find life-
cycle and moving trends of hotspots.
Chapter 3
Linear Hotspot Discovery on All
Simple Paths
3.1 Introduction
Spatial hotspot discovery finds regions of interest which have statistically significant
concentration of activities (e.g., traffic accidents). It is been applied in many societal
applications including transportation engineering, public health, and public safety over
the years. This chapter studies the problem of Linear Hotspot Discovery on All Simple
Paths (LHDA) which identifies all the simple paths (i.e. paths with no loops) enumer-
ated from a given spatial network (e.g., road network) that have statistically significant
density of activities .
3.1.1 Application Domains
Improving pedestrian safety is a critical task in transportation engineering. One major
cause of traffic accidents involving pedestrians is lack of proper infrastructure. For
example, Figure 3.1(a) shows pedestrians walking in a motor vehicle lane since the
sidewalk is covered by snow [1]. In contrast, as shown in Figure 3.1(b), Queens Boulevard
in New York City once called the “Boulevard of Death”, now has become dramatically
safer because of newly built dividers between pedestrians, bicycles, and motorcycles [7].
Before allocating limited resources for improving infrastructure for the most needing
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roads, LHDA provides an efficient data-driven approach for identifying accident-prone
roads in cities which need urgent attention.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) Pedestrians at risk on road [1]. (b) Queens Boulevard with new paved
sidewalk and road separators [7].
In public health and epidemiology, identifying disease hotspots is critical for disease
prevention, preparation and reduction [102]. Distinct from traditional hotspot detection
approaches which assume isotropic diffusion of disease over Euclidean space [69], LHDA
helps identify novel linear hotspots formed by the diffusion of disease via carriers trav-
eling along roads in a transportation network or polluted water flowing down the length
of a river. As an example, the region surrounding lower Mississippi River is identified
as a hotspot of high incidence of colon-rectum cancer [102].
In public safety, there is a critical need to identify streets with high crime rates so
the police force can be efficiently deployed [103]. LHDA helps identify those streets
prone to high crime rates which cannot be easily discovered by the human eye due to
the complexity of street structures and non-trivial distribution of crimes.
3.1.2 Challenges
The computational challenges of LHDA come from the following aspects. First, the
size of studied spatial networks can be very large. For example, the number of road
intersections in an average metropolitan area in the US can be millions. And, the number
of hotspots can be exponential in the worst case since a complete graph containing |N |
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nodes can generate |N |! distinct simple path.
Moreover, dynamic programming (DP) approaches solving the Travelling Salesman
Problem (TSP) [104] do not apply in LHDA. Those DP methods reuse computed optimal
paths on subsets of the input nodes. However, a simple path with maximum density
may not contain sub-paths with maximum density, which violates the sub-optimality
assumed in the DP approach. For example, even though path p1 = (S,A,C,D) has
higher density than path p2 = (S,B,C,E), the subpath (S,A,C) of p1 can have a
smaller density than subpath (S,B,C) of p2.
Furthermore, existing acceleration approaches for solving shortest paths problem [105,
106] do not apply to LHDA. These methods shrink the search space by either pruning
paths that are known to be far from the shortest paths [105] or by condensing the paths
to a set of representative paths [106]. However, since we need to consider the complete
set of simple paths, this type of path pruning and condensing based on the network
structure do not work for LHDA.
3.1.3 Related Work
Traditionally, clustering algorithms (e.g., DBScan [89]) are used for detecting regions
with high activity concentration. However, without statistical significance test, they
tend to output false positive hotspots formed just by chance. False positives are un-
acceptable in many societal applications due to the potential severe consequences. For
example, a neighborhood wrongly designated as a crime hotspot may experience unnec-
essary distress, lost business, or see its property values drop.
Network distance
Euclidean 
distance
Figure 3.2: Network distance vs. Euclidean distance (best in color)
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To eliminate the false positives, approaches with statistical significance test have
been developed to detect hotspots modeled in Euclidean space. They discover hotspots
in a collection of regular shapes such as circle, ellipse [69], and rectangle [84]. However,
Euclidean space is inaccurate and biased [75] in modeling human activities that occur
along roads (e.g., traffic accidents). Figure 3.2 shows two river banks connected by a
bridge. The Euclidean distance between the two red dots is short (dashed line), while
the network distance is much longer (solid line). When modeling activities that occur
on the path between these two dots, the error using Euclidean distance will be huge.
More recent work has focused on spatial network models [76, 75]. Network iso-
distance hotspot detection [76] discovers hotspots formed under the assumption that ac-
tivities are isotropically diffused along road networks. However, in many cases, the shape
of a hotspot is a linear path (e.g., Queens Blvd [7]), rather than an iso-distance sub-
network. Another approach, Linear Hotspot Detection on Shortest Paths (LHDSP) [75],
is able to discover linear hotspots. However, it only enumerates shortest paths as candi-
dates due to the trade off between solution completeness and computational tractability.
Thus, patterns in many real-world scenarios are missed since people often do not travel
along shortest paths (e.g., commute route, bus route). Our proposed approach over-
comes the limitations of related works by detecting linear hotspots enumerated from all
simple paths (ASPs) on spatial networks.
3.1.4 Contribution
This chapter formulates the problem of Linear Hotspot Discovery on All Simple Paths
(LHDA) which detects novel hotspot patterns which have not been studied before. To
address the computational challenges in LHDA, we propose a novel prune-and-refine
algorithm based on bi-directional fragment-multi-graph traversal (ASP FMGT). Ex-
tensive theoretical and experimental evaluations show ASP FMGT achieves substan-
tial improvement in scalability over the baseline approach. Case studies on real-world
datasets show that the proposed approach is able to locate linear hotspots with higher
accuracy and discover patterns that are completely missed by related approaches.
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3.1.5 Scope and Organization of This Chapter
Our focus is discrete activities modeled as points on a spatial network. Modeling of
other types of activities such as trajectories that represent objects moving over time is
not considered. In addition, a thorough analysis of the underlying incentives of hotspots
can only be done by domain experts and is out of the scope of this chapter.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents the basic con-
cepts and formulates the problem of LHDA. Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 propose a
baseline algorithm ASP Base and a novel algorithm ASP FMGT, respectively. Sec-
tion 3.5 analyzes the asymptotic time and space complexities. Section 3.6 discusses the
experimental evaluation of the computational performance of the proposed approach.
Section 3.7 presents two case studies using real-world datasets which evaluated the ef-
fectiveness of ASP FMGT in hotspot detection. Section 3.8 concludes the chapter and
previews future work.
3.2 Problem Statement
This section formulates the problem of Linear Hotspot Discovery on All Simple Paths
(LHDA). It starts by introducing the necessary basic concepts then gives the formal
statement of LHDA.
3.2.1 Basic Concepts
1
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Simple Path p = <A, C, H, I, K, M, L>
a(p) w(p) 𝜆(p) pv(p)
2 7.24 0.28 0.03
Number of nodes: 13,
Number of edges: 19,
Number of activities: 5.
Figure 3.3: Illustration of LHDA (best in color)
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Definition 9 A spatial network G = (N,E) consists of a node set N and an edge
set E, where each node n ∈ N is associated with a 2-D location n = (x, y). Each edge
e = (ni, nj) ∈ E is an edge that connects node ni to node nj.
The most typical spatial network is a road network where nodes represent street inter-
sections and edges represent road segments. Figure 3.3 shows a spatial network that
contains 13 nodes (i.e. A. . .L) and 19 edges. Note that even though the example
network is undirected for easy illustration, our proposed approach can deal with both
undirected and directed networks.
Definition 10 A simple path is a sequence of k nodes p = 〈n1 . . . nk〉 with no repeated
nodes (i.e. no loops), and two consecutive nodes ni and nj are connected by the edge
between them (ni, nj).
In Figure 3.3, Path 〈A,C,H, I,K,M,L〉 is a simple path, but Path 〈A,C,H, I, J,H,L〉
is not a simple path since it passes node H twice.
Definition 11 An activity set A is a collection of activities, and each activity a ∈ A
is associated with an edge e ∈ E.
In Figure 3.3, there are 5 activities (represented as the number associated with each
edge) associated with 4 different edges (A,B), (C,H), (I, J), and (L,M).
Definition 12 The activity coverage and weight of path p: a(p) and w(p) indicate
the number of activities on p and the weight of p, respectively.
Weight can be defined using varied metrics such as travel time, travel distance, and
traffic flow. In Figure 3.3, activity coverage is represented as the red number along
with each edge, and weight is represented by the length of the path. For example, Path
〈A,C,H, I,K,M,L〉 has an activity coverage of 2, and a weight of 7.24.
Definition 13 The density of path p, λ(p) = a(p)w(p) .
In Figure 3.3, the density of Path p = 〈A,C,H, I,K,M,L〉 is 27.24 = 0.28. We use
density as the metric for two reasons. First, it is a popular metric for crash rates used
in transportation analysis [107]. Second, it has a mathematical property that provides
opportunities for reducing computational cost.
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Lemma 7 Given a path p concatenated by k mutually exclusive subpaths {psubi , i =
1 . . . k}, min{λ(psubi )} ≤ λ(p) ≤ max{λ(psubi )}.
Proof 7 Assume λ(psub1 ) = max{λ(psubi )}, i = 1...k. Then,
a(psubi ) ≤ λ(psub1 )× w(psubi ), i = 1...k. Therefore,
λ(p) =
∑
i a(p
sub
i )∑
i w(p
sub
i )
≤ λ(psub1 )×
∑
i w(p
sub
i )∑
i w(p
sub
i )
= λ(psub1 ) = max{λ(psubi )}. Similarly, min{λ(psubi )} ≤
λ(p).
This lemma allows bounding the density of a path using the information from its sub-
paths.
Definition 14 An active edge is an edge e ∈ E that has at least one activity. The
end nodes of an active edge are active node.
In Figure 3.3, active edges include (A,B), (C,H), (I, J), and (L,M), and active nodes
are A,B,C,H, I, J, L, and M .
3.2.2 Problem Statement
The problem of Linear Hotspot Detection on All Simple Paths (LHDA) is formulated
as follows:
Given:
1. A spatial network G = (N,E) with a set of activities A, each associated with an
edge,
2. A density threshold, θλ,
3. A p-value threshold, θpv,
4. A number of Monte Carlo simulations m.
Find: Simple paths p ∈ R where λ(p) ≥ θλ and pv(p) ≤ θpv
Objective: Computational efficiency
Constraints:
1. Each p ∈ R is longer than or equal to a minimum weight threshold θw,
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2. Each p ∈ R starts and ends with active nodes,
3. Results are correct and complete.
The input spatial network is defined in Definition 9. The inputs θλ and θpv are
thresholds indicating the desired minimum density and level of statistical significance,
respectively. Even though determining the optimal θλ is sometimes hard without domain
knowledge, θpv can always be determined (e.g., 0.05 empirically) thanks to its statistical
meaning. The input m is the number of Monte Carlo simulations for determining the
p-value. Note that m depends on the precision of θpv. For example, a θpv = 0.01 needs
at least m = 99 simulations while a θpv = 0.001 needs at least m = 999 simulations.
Each simulation MCi, i = 1 . . .m randomly shuﬄes the activities on the spatial network
and finds the maximum density of the simple paths using these random activities: λMCi .
Then, the statistical significance of a path p from the original activities is computed by
ranking its density λ(p) among λMCi , i = 1 . . .m. More details are discussed in the
baseline approach ( Section 3.3).
The outputs for LHDA are all the simple paths between active nodes that meet
both the density threshold (i.e. λ ≥ θλ) and the p-value threshold (i.e. pv ≥ θpv). The
length of any linear hotspots is constrained to a value no less than a minimum weight
threshold θw. This constraint eliminates meaningless tiny results such as a very short
path with only one activity. Also, a hotspot must start and end with active nodes.
This constraint eliminates meaningless results that have a dense subpath in the middle
and empty subpaths hanging on the sides. Using the example in Figure 3.3 as input,
and a density threshold θλ = 0.25, a p-value threshold θs = 0.05, and a minimum
weight threshold θw = 5, Path p = 〈A,C,H, I,K,M,L〉 is a linear hotspot with density
λ(p) = 0.28, p-value pv(p) = 0.03, and weight w(p) = 7.24.
3.3 ASP Base: baseline approach
In this section, we describe a baseline approach named ASP Base to solve LHDA. It
starts by enumerating and evaluating the density of all simple paths (ASPs) using depth-
first-search (DFS) with backtracking over the input spatial network. After that, it sends
the hotspot candidates (i.e. simple paths that survive both the density threshold θλ and
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the minimum length threshold θw) to Monte Carlo simulations to find the statistically
significant hotspots (i.e. p-value ≤ θpv).
Step 1: This step enumerates ASPs from the input spatial network. It takes each
active node as the root and recursively traverses the network in a pre-order and depth-
first manner. In each step of the traversal, a simple path p starting at the root node
is enumerated and evaluated whether it is a hotspot candidate (i.e. λ(p) ≥ θλ and
w(p) ≥ θw).
Algorithm 6 shows the pseudocode of ASP Base given a root node N . Inputs (1) to
(4) are based on the problem statement. Input (5) is a stack structure that maintains
the current path pcur being enumerated, initialized as the root node. Input (6) is a
hashmap which maps each node to a boolean value indicating whether a node is already
in the current path pcur.
First, ASP Base traverses each neighbor node of the current node (Line 1). A
neighbor node that is labeled “unvisited” Nne now turns “visited” (Line 2) and is
attached to the current path pcur by pushing Nne into pcur (Line 3). If the new edge
e connecting N and Nne (e = (N,Nne)) is an active edge and the current path pcur
has both density and length larger than or equal to the input thresholds (Line 4), it is
considered as a hotspot candidate and output in list C (Line 5). After that, ASP Base
recursively calls itself using Nne, the updated pcur, and ifvisited as the inputs (Line
6). Once this neighbor node traversal is finished, the current path cannot be further
extended. Thus, the current node N is labeled as “unvisited”(Line 7) and is removed
from the current path stack by popping pcur (Line 8).
By running this algorithm for every active node as the root, all the hotspot candi-
dates in the input network G can be found.
Step 2: This step evaluates the statistical significance of each candidate hotspot
using Monte Carlo simulations. First, m (e.g., 99) simulation datasets are generated,
each randomly shuﬄing the input activities at new locations on the original spatial
network G. Then, Step 1 is run on these simulation datasets and the highest density
dMCi , i = 1 . . .m derived from each simulation is stored. The p-value indicating the
statistical significance of a hotspot candidate is computed based on its rank among
dMCi , i = 1 . . .m. A hotspot candidate with a density smaller than l out of m values in
dMCi has a p-value of
l+1
m+1 . Hotspot candidates whose p-values are less than or equal to
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Algorithm 6 ASP Base for a root node (recursive)
Input:
1) A spatial network G and activities
2) A root node N
3) A density threshold: θλ
4) A minimum weight threshold: θw
5) A stack storing current path: pcur ← N
6) A boolean hashmap ifvisited← {allnodes, false}
Output: C={Hotspots candidates starting at N}
Algorithm:
1: For each unvisited neighbor node of N : Nne do
2: ifvisited(Nne)← True
3: pcur ← Push(Nne)
4: if λ(pcur) ≥ θλ and e = (N,Nne) is active and w(pcur) ≥ θw then
5: C ← C ∪ pcur
6: ASP Base(Nne, θλ, θw, pcur, ifvisited)
7: ifvisited(N)← False
8: pcur ← Pop()
9: return
the given p-value threshold (e.g., 0.05) are deemed statistically significant hotspots.
3.4 ASP FMGT: novel approach
ASP Base solves LHDA using a depth-first-search (DFS) with backtracking. However,
the cost is impermissible due to the huge number of simple paths being enumerated
and evaluated. This section introduces a novel prune-and-refine algorithm based on bi-
directional fragment-multi-graph traversal (ASP FMGT) which substantially reduces
the cost for solving LHDA without any loss of solution completeness and correctness.
3.4.1 Intuition behind ASP FMGT
ASP Base enumerates all simple paths (ASPs) from the given spatial network starting
at active nodes. A large portion of these paths can be very sparse or even empty in
real-world datasets. For example, the number of traffic accidents is much less than the
number of road segments in a city. Based on this observation, we employ a pruning
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phase which eliminates a large collection of sparse paths for a small computational cost,
thereby substantially reducing the enumeration space of the following refine phase.
ASP FMGT begins by partitioning the network into fragments and building an
abstract graph where each node represents a fragment. Since there may be multiple
edges connecting two fragments, we use a multi-graph to model the abstract graph,
referred to as a fragment-multi-graph (FMG). Then, we build fragment-multi-graph
trees (FMG-trees) which represent simple paths starting in the root FMG-node. After
that, a bi-directional traversal is done on each FMG-tree to prune out sparse paths.
Finally, in the refine phase, ASP base is run on the pruned FMG-trees to find the
statistical significant hotspots.
3.4.2 Building Fragment-multi-graph Trees
ASP FMGT prunes the network by traversing an FMG-tree built based on the parti-
tioned network.
Network partitioning: At first, the input spatial network is partitioned into two-
dimensional rectangular grids. As partitioning is not the main focus of this chapter,
other partitioning approaches are saved for future work. The network is partitioned
evenly based on the coordinates of the input nodes and the number of fragments desired.
For example in Figure 3.4 top left, the input network is partitioned into 2×2 fragments,
namely w,x,y, and z. Since the nodes range from 1 to 5 on the x-axis and from 1 to
4 on the y-axis, the partitioning is at x = 3 and y = 2.5, respectively. Without any
algorithmic effects, nodes at the partitioning border belong to the fragments in the
lower index. For example, node C = (3, 2) belongs to fragment w. Each fragment has
boundary nodes which are neighbor of other fragments (e.g., node C in fragment w).
The ASPs within each fragment are computed and the following necessary information
is stored. (1) maximum density from each boundary node to all other nodes
(λmaxba (N)). In fragment w, the maximum density from C to A and B is 0.41 and
0.31, respectively. Thus, this value of C is λmaxwithin(C) = max{0.41, 0.31} = 0.41. (2)
maximum density between each pair of boundary nodes (λmaxbb (N1, N2)). For
example, in x, the maximum density between H and I is λmaxbb (H, I) = 0.83.
Building Fragment-multi-graph: The original spatial network is now condensed
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to an abstract fragment-multi-graph (FMG) where each FMG-node represents a frag-
ment. Figure 3.4 top right shows the FMG of the example network. Each FMG-node
(i.e. hexagon) is labeled with its boundary nodes and its associated fragment. An FMG
has a much smaller size than the original network and thus allows traversal and pruning
done with substantially less cost.
Figure 3.4: Example of network partitioning and fragment-multi-graph (best in color)
Building Fragment-multi-graph trees: Now that given the FMG, we build
Fragment-multi-graph trees (FMG-trees) which cover ASPs in the original network.
Similar to ASP Base but applied on the FMG, an FMG-tree roots at an FMG-node
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and recursively grows towards its neighbors. Figure 3.4 bottom shows a partial FMG-
tree rooted at FMG-node y. For example, at start, y connects to fragments z and x
via boundary node L as well as to fragment x via node K. These fragments connected
from y are represented in the tree as three child FMG-nodes from the root. Note that
the simple paths covered in the FMG-trees are a superset of the actual ASPs. An
FMG-node can appear multiple times in a path in the FMG-tree since a simple path
can pass a fragment multiple times even though each boundary node can only appear
once. However, this ensures completeness of the solution with no adverse effects on
correctness thanks to the refine phase at the end of the algorithm.
3.4.3 FMG-tree Pruning using bi-directional traversal
After building the FMG-trees which represent ASP, we now use a bi-directional traversal
to prune each FMG-tree as well as its derived simple paths. We know from Section 3.4.2
that each FMG-node carries only the information about its corresponding fragment as
introduced in the partitioning step (Section 3.4.2). However, in order to prune an
FMG-subtree during traversal, we need to know more comprehensive information (e.g.,
upper-bound density) about the entire FMG-substree rooted at that node. We get this
information by first using a bottom-up traversal that recursively gathers the information
from the subtree rooted at each FMG-node. After that, a top-down traversal prunes
the tree by computing a density upper-bound during each traversal step.
Bottom-up traversal for information gathering: The pseudocode of the recur-
sive bottom-up traversal is shown in Algorithm 7. To start, each FMG-node considers
the subpaths which pass through it and then end within one of its child FMG-nodes. For
illustration, we use the subtree rooted at the FMG-node highlighted in purple rectangle
in Figure 3.4. A path could reach this FMG-node z via F , then either directly exit z
and enter w via C (left child) or pass through z, exit at G, and then enter w via C (right
child). Each of these subpaths is concatenated by three segments: (1) the path from
the inbound node to outbound node within the parent FMG-node, (2) the connecting
edge between the parent and child FMG-nodes, and (3) the path within a child FMG-
node from its inbound node. Therefore, according to Lemma 7, a “local” upper-bound
density of this subpath λmaxlocal is the maximum between the following three values: (1)
maximum density between the inbound node to all outbound nodes λmaxwithin
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(Line 3). This value is the maximum value of λmaxbb for the inbound node pre-computed
during network partitioning. In the example, it is the largest density from inbound
node F to G in fragment z: λmaxbb (F,G). (2) maximum density of the connecting
edges λmaxedge (Line 4). In the example, it is the larger density between λ (e = (F,C)) and
λ (e = (G,C)). (3) maximum density of the paths within a child FMG-node
from the inbound node λmaxchild(Line 5). This is equal to λ
max
ba (Ninbound) pre-computed
in network partitioning. In the example, it is the maximum density from C to all the
other nodes within fragment w. Note that if the investigated FMG-node is a leaf, then
this value is 0 (Line 1-2).
Now each FMG-node has a “local” upper-bound density λmaxlocal (Line 6). In order to
know the maximum of these “local” densities among the subtree rooted at it λmaxsubtree,
each FMG-node recursively collects the “local” upper-bounds from its children (Line
7). This “subtree” upper-bound density indicates the maximum possible density of a
path going down the substree rooted at this FMG-node. The bottom-up traversal uses
this upper-bound as well as the density of the paths already traversed to make a final
decision on whether a subtree should be pruned.
Algorithm 7 Bottom-up traversal (recursive)
Input:
1) FMG-node NFMG
2) FMG-tree TFMG
1: if NFMG is a leaf in TFMG then
2: return 0
3: λmaxwithin ← max{λmaxbb (Ninbound, Noutbound) for NFMG}
4: λmaxedge ← max{λconnectingedge} for NFMG
5: λmaxchild ← λmaxba (Ninbound) for NFMG
6: λmaxlocal ← max{λmaxwithin, λmaxedge, λmaxchild}
7: λmaxsubtree ← max{λmaxlocal,maxNFMGchild bottom-up(N
FMG
child , T
FMG)}
8: return λmaxsubtree
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Figure 3.5: Example of pruned FMG-tree and the corresponding simple paths (best in
color)
Top-down traversal for pruning: Following the bottom-up phase is the top-down
traversal on the FMG-tree. At each stop at an FMG-node during the traversal, we
decide whether we can prune the subtree rooted at this FMG-node or need to continue
the traversal using the maximum value of the upper-bound densities of two parts: (1)
already visited paths and (2) unvisited paths. For example, when the top-down traversal
stops at the FMG-node highlighted by the purple rectangle (FMG-nodevisited) shown
in Figure 3.4, the upper-bound density is the maximum value of (1) any path from a
node inside the root FMG-node to the inbound node of FMG-nodevisited (i.e. F ) and
(2) any path starting from FMG-nodevisited. The first part is the concatenation of a
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sequence of FMG-nodes and their connecting edges. Thus, its upper-bound density can
be determined as the maximum density among the FMG-nodes and connecting edges in
this visited path. The second part is computed during the bottom-up phase (λmaxsubtree).
Now, we can prune the entire FMG-subtree rooted at an FMG-node being visited if
the corresponding upper-bound density is smaller than the density threshold θλ. For
example, given θλ = 1.5, the FMG-tree in Figure 3.5 is pruned to be a much smaller
tree with only four FMG-nodes as shown at the top of this figure.
3.4.4 Refine phase
The refine phase applies ASP base on the pruned FMG-trees. It starts at each active
node from the root FMG-node, and continues with the constraints of the pruned tree.
Figure 3.5 bottom half shows the paths starting at L generated from the corresponding
pruned FMG-tree. This tree is shown only for visualization and does not need to be
stored.
Lastly, ASP FMGT conducts Monte Carlo simulations for computing the statistical
significance of each hotspot candidates.
3.5 Time and Time Complexity Analysis
We analyzed the space and time complexity for both ASP Base and ASP FMGT. To
simplify the notations, we assume the numbers of nodes and edges are of the same
magnitude. This assumption is valid for spatial networks since each road intersection
usually connects less than 5 road segments. The notations in this analysis are: number
of nodes (edges): |N |, number of active nodes: fact × |N | where 0 ≤ fact ≤ 1, number
of boundary nodes |B|, number of activities |A|, number of fragments |F |.
Time complexity Since Monte Carlo simulations multiply the entire cost by a
constant number (e.g., 99), their cost is not considered in the analysis.
ASP Base generates one simple path in each step during the DFS with backtrack-
ing. Therefore, its time complexity is equal to the number of simple paths in a network.
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In the worst case when the network is a complete network, the cost is:
O
(
fact ×
( |N |!
(|N | − 2)! +
|N |!
(|N | − 3)! + . . .+
|N |!
0!
))
= O
fact × |N |!× |N |−2∑
i=0
1
i!
 = O (fact × |N |!× e)
It can be seen that ASP Base has factorial time complexity in the worst case. In most
real cases, however, this number can be much smaller.
ASP FMGT has costs from both the prune and refine phases. The cost of the prune
phase includes the cost of partitioning the graph into rectangular fragments as well as
building and depth-first-searching the FMG-trees. The partitioning includes assigning
nodes to the fragments and computing ASPs in each fragment: O
(
|N |+ |F | × |N ||F | !× e
)
assuming each partition has |N ||F | nodes. This cost will be dominated by the cost of the
refine phase. The cost of building and searching the FMG-trees is equal to the size of
the FMG-tree. In the case that the |B| boundary nodes are evenly distributed in |F |
fragments, since each boundary node can only appear once on a path, the height of the
tree is |B||F | . Thus, the cost is O
(
e
|B|
|F |
)
. The refine phase costs O (fref × fact × |N |!× e)
where fref is the percentage of simple paths that survive the prune phase (0 ≤ fref ≤ 1).
Therefore, the total cost of ASP FMGT is O
(
e
|B|
|F | + fref × fact × |N |!× e
)
If nothing
is pruned, ASP FMGT costs more than ASP Base does due to the cost from the zero-
contribution prune phase. However, in practice, the cost saving is substantial because
the vast majority of paths are pruned (e.g., fref ≈ 0.01) as is demonstrated in the
experiment analysis (Section 3.6).
Space complexity ASP Base needs to store one simple path that is being in-
vestigated. This costs O (|N |), which is the longest possible length of a simple path
on the input network. In contrast, ASP FMGT needs to store certain necessary infor-
mation about each fragment plus one FMG-tree (Section 3.4.2). The dominant cost
of storing information in each fragment is from storing the maximum density from
each boundary node to each of the other nodes: O
( |B|×|N |
|F |2
)
. Storing an FMG-tree
costs an additional O
(
e
|B|
|F |
)
. Therefore, the entire space complexity of ASP FMGT
is O
(
|F | × |B|×|N ||F |2 + e
|B|
|F |
)
. In summary, ASP FMGT saves a substantial amount of
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computational time with a relatively small amount of additional space compared to
ASP Base.
3.6 Experimental Evaluation
We conducted experimental analysis to evaluate the computational performance of
ASP FMGT and ASP Base under a variety of parameters. The experiments aimed
to answer the following questions: (1) What is the effect of network size? (2) What
is the effect of activity density? (3) What is the effect of number of partitions?
(4) What is the effect of density threshold?
3.6.1 Experimental Setup
Each experiment varied one of the four parameters and set the rest to their default
values. The spatial networks used in the experiments were synthetic networks whose
nodes were distributed following complete spatial randomness and 95% of the nodes
were 2-degree nodes, mimicking the real-world road networks It allows varying the size
of the network easily without any sampling bias. The default number of nodes was 650.
The activities were randomly distributed on the spatial network with a varied activity
density (i.e. number of activities per edge). The default activity density was 0.01. The
networks was partitioned in approximately equal size. The number of partitions was set
to 50 by default. The default density threshold was set to 1. We did not include Monte
Carlo simulation in the costs as they simply multiply the total cost by a constant (e.g.,
99). The algorithms were implemented in Java and were executed on an Intel Core i7
2.5 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM.
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3.6.2 Experimental Results under Different Parameters
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Figure 3.6: Experimental results under different parameters (y-axis in log scale)
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Results are shown in Figure 3.6. The x-axis shows the parameters and the y-axis shows
the execution times in log-scale.
Effect of network size (smaller networks): In this experiment, the perfor-
mance of ASP Base and ASP FMGT by varying the network sizes while setting the
other parameters to the default values are compared. Due to the expensive cost,
ASP Base was only tested on small networks with up to 500 nodes. As shown in
Figure 3.6(a), ASP FMGT was approximately 102 times faster than ASP Base at start
and the speedup got larger and larger and reached 105 faster with 500 nodes.
Effect of network size (larger networks): We also tested the performance of
ASP FMGT with larger networks ranging from 1000 to 2000 nodes while the other
parameters use default values. Figure 3.6(b) shows that the increase of costs grew near
linearly with the network size. In similar execution time (e.g, 105 seconds), ASP FMGT
handled a network 4 times larger than ASP Base did.
More experiments were conducted to evaluate how the performance of ASP FMGT
is affected by different related parameters.
Effect of activity density: We evaluated ASP FMGT with activity density varied
from 0.0025 to 0.02 activity per edge. As shown in Figure 3.6(c), the cost first grew
slowly and then faster as the density was larger. The reason was that the pruning rate
remained very high at first and then dropped as the density increased further.
Effect of number of partitions: The number of partitions was varied from 50
to 200. As shown in Figure 3.6(d), the cost of ASP FMGT first increased since the
increased number of partitions led to larger FMG-trees and larger cost in the pruning
phase.
Effect of density threshold: In this experiment, the density threshold was varied
from 0.25 to 1. Figure 3.6(e) shows that the cost of ASP FMGT dropped dramatically
at first and then decreased slowly. This happened that the pruning rate significantly
increased when the density threshold increased from 0.25 to 0.5. When the threshold
increased further, the increase of pruning rate is small so the overall cost did not change
a lot.
Overall, the experiments show that ASP FMGT is much more efficient than ASP Base.
Also, the performance of ASP FMGT under different varied factors were studied.
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3.7 Case Studies on Real-world Datasets
We conducted two case studies on real-world datasets [8, 3] to evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed ASP FMGT. We compared ASP FMGT to approaches including (1)
SaTScan [69], the most popular spatial hotspot detection approach, (2) DBScan [89],
a well studied clustering approach without statistical significance test, as well as (3)
shortest path linear hotspot detection (LHDSP) [75]. The hotspots discovered were
validated through groundtruth provided by studies in transportation safety [108].
3.7.1 Hennepin County Traffic Accident Dataset
In this case study, we evaluated the linear hotspots discovered by ASP FMGT by com-
paring them to the result returned by SaTScan [69] and DBScan [89] on a real-world
traffic accident dataset which contained 1345 traffic accidents occurred on major roads
in Hennepin County (shown in Figure 3.7(a)), Minnesota, USA from 2010 to 2015 [8].
As shown in Figure 3.7(b), SatScan returns only one significant hotspot (p-value =
0.01) covering most of the metro area. This result does not provide useful information
about individual roads prone to high traffic accident rates.
In contrast, our ASP FMGT was able to locate the streets with statistically signifi-
cant high accident density. Figures 3.7(c) to 3.7(e) are the maps of the linear hotspots
using 0.01, 0.01, and 0.05 as the p-value threshold, respectively. For easier visualiza-
tion, only results longer than 500 meters are shown. In Figure 3.7(c), four major roads,
namely “Lake St”, “Washington Ave”, “Minnetonka Blvd”, and “Excelsior Blvd” are
the most significant hotspots (p-value = 0.01). As we increases the p-value threshold to
0.02 and 0.05, more hotspots are discovered. For instance, “Franklin Ave” and “Lyndale
Ave” were discovered with p-value = 0.02 and 0.05, respectively. Moreover, Figure 3.7(f)
shows the top two most significant hotspots, namely “Lake St” and “Washington Ave”.
These results can be validated according to previous studies published by the city of
Minneapolis [108], which for example, identify “Lake St” and “Lyndale Ave” as the
streets whose intersections have the highest pedestrian total number. Furthermore, we
detected some new accident hotspots (e.g., Como Ave) that were previously unknown
to domain experts. This represents valuable new information acquired at minimal cost,
that domain experts can analyze to improve transportation safety.
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(a) Input data
p-value = 0.01
(b) Result of SatScan
p-value = 0.01
Washington Ave
Excelsior Blvd
Lake streetMinnetonka Blvd
(c) Linear hotspots (p-value = 0.01)
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(d) Linear hotspots (p-value = 0.02)
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(e) Linear hotspots (p-value = 0.05)
#Accidents	=	24
Distance	=	3699m
p-value	=	0.01
#Accidents	=	38
Distance	=	7678m
p-value	=	0.01
(f) Top linear hotspots
Figure 3.7: Linear hotspots on traffic accidents in Hennepin County, Minneota [8]. (Best
in color)
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(a) DBScan results (eps = 0.01 degree, minPts =
5)
(b) DBScan results (eps = 0.01 degree, minPts =
10)
(c) DBScan results (eps = 0.02 degree, minPts =
5)
(d) DBScan results (eps = 0.02 degree, minPts =
10)
Figure 3.8: DBScan results on traffic accidents in Hennepin County, Minneota [8]. (Best
in color)
We also tested DBScan [89], which is traditionally used for identifying clusters with-
out statistical significance test. We tuned DBScan using a range of parameters and
highlighted the best results in Figures 3.8(a) to 3.8(d) using four combinations of pa-
rameters, namely eps = 0.01 and 0.02 degree and minPts = 5 and 10. Here we find that
the results are very sensitive to parameters. In contrast to the statistically meaningful
parameter (p-value) used in ASP FMGT, it is difficult to determine the “correct” pa-
rameters. In addition, lack of a statistical significance test led to many false positives
(e.g., those small clusters in Figure 3.8(a)) which cause users more effort to investigate
and eliminate. Also, hotspots are represented as clusters with low accuracy. Small
clusters usually covered only portions of hotspots and big clusters were usually too big
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to make hotspots distinguishable. For example, Figure 3.8(b) shows a detected clus-
ter (blue) covering the downtown area, but no specific streets such as “Lake St” was
identified.
3.7.2 Orlando Pedestrian Fatality Dataset
We also compared ASP FMGT with SaTScan [69] and Linear Hotspot Detection on
Shortest Paths (LHDSP) [75] on a dataset of pedestrian fatalities occurred from 2000
to 2009 in Orlando, Florida [3]. Figure 3.9(a) shows 43 fatality cases (red dots) on the
roads. Applied on this dataset, SatScan [69] returned two statistically insignificant cir-
cular patterns (p-values = 0.105 and 0.138) with a large empty area inside. SatScan [69]
was not able to find any hotspots since it requires the hotspots in the shapes of cir-
cular or elliptical but the events occur on the road. With a p-value threshold of 0.05,
LHDSP [75] found linear hotspots in shortest paths, as shown in Figure 3.9(c). However,
when we compare these results to the hotspots found by ASP FMGT (Figure 3.9(d)),
it can be seen that LHDSP misses those patterns that are not shortest paths. Note
that besides density, we also show density ratio [75] which is a popular concentration
metric in network space for reference. It can be seen that ASP FMGT found two new
statistically significant hotspots (purple and orange) which are completely missed by
LHDSP. Also, ASP FMGT was able to discover those hotspots found by LHDSP with
higher statistical significance and accuracy. The blue hotspot found by ASP FMGT
has a lower p-value since it contains the part on the bottom right which was missed by
LDHSP. In addition, the green hotspot is now concentrated on a denser region with a
lower p-value.
In summary, the case studies demonstrate that the ASP FMGT outperformed pop-
ular spatial hotspot detection approach SatScan [69] and clustering approaches DB-
Scan [89] by discovering linear hotspots validated by transportation engineering studies.
Compared to the linear hotspots in shortest paths (LHDSP [75]), ASP FMGT made
improvements in both recall, by discovering new hotspots that were missing before, and
precision, by increasing the accuracy of the hotspots found by LHDSP [75].
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(a) Input data) (b) Result of SatScan
(c) Shortest path linear hotspots (d) All simple path linear hotspots
Figure 3.9: Case study on pedestrian fatalities in Orlando, Florida [3] (best in color)
3.8 Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter investigated the problem of linear hotspot detection on all simple paths
(LHDA) which is important in many societal applications such as transportation engi-
neering, public health, and public safety. In order to solve this computationally chal-
lenging problem, we proposed a novel approach ASP FMGT based on bi-directional
fragment-multi-graph tree traversal. Both theoretical and experimental analysis demon-
strated that ASP FMGT achieves substantial improvement in scalability compared to
the baseline approach (ASP Base) without any loss of completeness or correctness. Case
studies on real-world datasets confirmed that not only does ASP FMGT locate patterns
with higher statistical significance and accuracy, it also finds statistically significant pat-
terns completely missed by existing approaches.
In future, we plan to explore better network partitioning techniques that reduce the
size of FMG-trees. We will start by investigating the min k-cut problem [109] since it
leads to minimum boundary nodes and thus smaller FMG-trees. In addition, given the
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#-p hardness of the LHDA problem, ASP FMGT cannot deal with very large networks
(e.g., million of nodes) in short execution time. Therefore, we plan to first develop
parallel algorithms to scale up the solution. Our initial idea is to parallelize across
independent Monte Carlo simulations and traversal on independent FMG-trees. We
will also investigate further parallelization inside each FMG-tree for more performance
improvement. Moreover, we plan to design scalable heuristics based on ASP FMGT
which minimally affect the solution quality . Specifically, we plan to impose paths in an
FMG-tree to be without repeated fragments, reducing its maximum length by a factor
of O(number of boundary nodes). Compared to ASP FMGT, this heuristic will not
enumerate the paths that pass a fragment back and forth. However, the most valuable
hotspots without zigzag patterns (e.g., those shown in our case studies) will be retained.
Finally, we plan to discover spatio-temporal linear hotspots which may potentially reveal
the life-cycle and moving trends of hotspots using the additional temporal information.
Chapter 4
Spatio-temporal Intersection
Detection from Trajectories with
Data Gaps
4.1 Introduction
Trajectory data generated from location tracking devices equipped on moving objects
(e.g., ships, vehicles) have dramatically increased over the last decades. For instance,
since the GPS transponders are equipped on ships more and more pervasively, the
trajectories and other maritime attributes (e.g., drought) collected by Automatic Iden-
tification System (AIS) have been explosively increased [38]. Mining interesting patterns
from these data has attracted significant attention from academia, industry, and gov-
ernment due to its important societal applications. This chapter studies the problem
of Spatio-temporal Intersection Detection From Trajectories With Data Gaps (STID)
which aims at identifying the novel Spatio-temporal Intersection (STI) patterns where
the trajectories of the objects involved in the STI are missing. Distinct from the tradi-
tional patterns in trajectory mining, data are not available around the STI patterns.
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4.1.1 Application Domains
Ocean transportation is the most important method for global transportation over long
distances [110]. Global container trade was approximately valued at 12 trillion U.S.
dollars in the year of 2017 [110]. Also, the quantity of goods carried by containers has
increased from around 100 million tons in 1980 to about 1.7 billion tons in 2015 [110].
Increasing maritime transportation posts critical needs of improving communication
between ships and diminishing violation of regulations which affects safety and econ-
omy. STID helps address multiple problems in maritime safety and regulation using
the trajectory data generated from Automatic Identification System (AIS) [38]. First,
STID helps discover the regions of weak AIS signal coverage by locating the area con-
taining frequent STI between missing trajectories. Figure 4.1(a) shows the terrestrial
AIS coverage by FleetMon [9]. In addition, STID helps detect the maritime regulation
violation where multiple ships stay together and intentionally hide their movements by
switching their AIS transponders off [10]. For example, instead of directly loading ships
from ports, two cargo ships may illicitly transfer goods on the ocean to avoid being
documented. Figure 4.1(b) shows that a ship illegally transfers oil to another ship from
North Korea, evading the United Nation sanction [10]. STID provides an efficient way
to automatically identify such patterns from huge amount of AIS data which far exceed
the capability of human eyes for monitoring and analyzing.
STID also helps detect illegal fishing which leads to billions of dollars of financial
loss annually [111] by identifying the STI between the trajectories (with missing gaps)
of the fishing vessels and the forbidden fishing zones. A real-world trajectory containing
a missing segment shown in Figure 4.1(c) indicates a fishing vessel which switched off its
tracking device before entering Galapagos Marine Reserve and then switched the device
back on after conducting illicit fishing activities.
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(a) AIS coverage map
(b) Illicit ship-to-ship transaction
Available trajectory
Missing trajectory segment
(c) Illicit fishing with AIS device switched off
Figure 4.1: (a) Example AIS coverage map [9], (b) photo of an illicit ship-to-ship trans-
action [10], and (c) trajectory with missing segment near Galapagos Marine Reserve [11]
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Besides maritime applications, STID can also be applied in improving homeland
security and public safety on the ground. It is reported that leaders of terrorism or-
ganizations (e.g., AL-Qaeda) purposely shut off their communication devices when ap-
proaching to the meeting place [112], which is consistent with the definition of STI
between the missing trajectories of leaders. Similarly, many other illegal activities such
as underground drug deal can also be detected by STID.
4.1.2 Challenges
First, detecting STI is difficult since trajectory data are not available around the pattern,
violating the assumption in traditional trajectory mining approaches [113, 114, 115, 116]
that trajectory data are available around the pattern.
Moreover, the large amount of active objects and the generated trajectories make
STID computationally challenging. For instance, MarineCadastre [38], one of the most
popular well-structured maritime AIS datasets, records approximate 150, 000 ships
around USA territory with a frequency of one GPS reading per minute from 2009
to 2014. The size of the entire dataset is about 600 GB. The computational cost dis-
covering STI can be very expensive given this large amount of data. Assume there are
|N | objects, |T | trajectories from each object, and each trajectory has |M | points, the
total number of GPS points is |N | × |T | × |M |. If |E| consecutive missing GPS points
are considered as an effective missing period, the number of events can be as many as
O( |T |×|M ||E| ) for each object. Therefore, the maximum number of STIs involving i objects
is
(|N |
i
)× ( |T |×|M ||E| )i. Aggregating i from 2 to |N |, the total maximum possible number
of STI is
∑|N |
i=2
(|N |
i
)× ( |T |×|M ||E| )i.
4.1.3 Related Work
The most related research topic is Rendezvous Patterns Detection in the field of trajec-
tory mining due to its important societal applications such as human behavior analysis
and transportation planning [113]. Three rendezvous patterns are meeting [114], con-
vergence [115], and encounter [116] which are defined based on the trajectory behavior
of the objects involved [117]. A meeting pattern [114] consists of a set of objects moving
towards a spatio-temporal cylinder and staying inside the cylinder for a period of time.
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On top of that, a convergence pattern [115] enforces the consistency of the moving di-
rection. As a special case of convergence, an encounter pattern [116] requires all the
objects arrive at the same time. Existing approaches mining these patterns assume that
the trajectories near the pattern are available and trusted. When a trajectory has gaps,
they usually interpolate the data using the shortest path or learning from complete
trajectories nearby [113]. However, these approaches are not designed to detect pat-
terns when the trajectories of the moving objects are missing (e.g., due to weak signal
or intentional movement hiding) in which case the objects possibly move far from the
shortest path or the template trajectories. The proposed STID leverages the missing
trajectory data to identify novel patterns that are not studied before.
Literature in the topic of time geography [118] models uncertainty between two
trajectory sampling points as a bead or prism [119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126,
127, 128], which brings uncertainty into some spatial database queries such as nearest
neighbor [129, 130]. However, these studies cannot discover unknown informative pat-
terns by interpreting the underlying incentives of the missing data and addressing the
corresponding computational challenges.
4.1.4 Contribution
In this paper, we first formulate the problem of STID which discovers novel patterns
from trajectories with missing segments based on concepts in time geography [119, 120,
121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126]. Moreover, we propose a spatial join based STI detection
algorithm (SJoin STID) to solve STID. Then, we propose Apriori-graph traversal based
algorithm (AGT STID) which significantly improves the scalability while keeping the
correctness and completeness of the solution. Results are qualitatively (i.e. via case
study) and quantitatively (i.e. via experiments) evaluated using real-world data to
demonstrate both the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithms.
4.1.5 Scope and Organization of This Chapter
The incentives of STIs output by the proposed approaches are to be interpreted by
domain experts and the analysis from the domain perspective is beyond the scope.
Also, this chapter does not consider the islands and land boundaries in the study area
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which could affect results.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 introduces the basic
concepts and formulates the STID problem. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 propose SJoin STID
and AGT STID, respectively. Section 4.5 provides theoretical proofs and asymptotic
cost analysis. In Section 4.6, experimental evaluation and comparison were conducted
in terms of scalability. A case study on real AIS data demonstrating the effectiveness
of STID is discussed in Section 4.7. Section 4.8 concludes the chapter and previews the
future work.
4.2 Problem Statement
This section starts by listing the necessary concepts including the bead model from time
geography [119, 120, 123, 125, 126] with their definition and illustrative examples. Then,
we formulate the problem of Spatio-temporal Intersection Detection From Trajectories
With Data Gaps (STID).
4.2.1 Basic Concepts
Time
X
Trajectory of Object 1
Trajectory of Object 2
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3
Candidate Active Volume (CAV)
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Figure 4.2: An illustrative example of STID (best in color)
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Definition 15 A study area is a two-dimensional rectangular area where the input
data are located. It usually complies with the (latitude, longitude) coordinate system.
In order for clear visualization using an example, without loss of generality, the
study area is simplified to one-dimension space in the illustration in Figure 4.2 left.
Definition 16 A trajectory is a chronological sequence of m spatio-temporal points
pi = (xi, yi, ti), i = 1 . . .m where each point is represented by its spatial coordinates
(xi, yi) and a timestamp ti.
Figure 4.2 left shows the trajectories of Object 1 (blue) with 6 points (i.e. pBluei , i =
1 . . . 6) and Object 2 (red) with 7 points (i.e. pRedi , i = 1 . . . 7).
Definition 17 A Object Maximum Speed (Smax) is the maximum speed of an
object based on the domain knowledge.
For instance, for maritime data, Smax can be identified from publicly available infor-
mation vessel databases [38]. For vehicles, humans, or animals, we can use the maximum
physically allowed speed instead.
Definition 18 An Effective Missing Period (EMP) is a time period when the
signal is missing for longer than a user-specified EMP threshold θe.
Assume θe = 1 in Figure 4.2 right, there are an EMP of Object 1 between timestamps
3 and 5 and an EMP of Object 2 between timestamps 4 and 5. We use symbol EMPi
to represent an EMP with index i.
Definition 19 A Candidate Active Volume (CAV) is the spatio-temporal volume
where an object is possibly located during an EMP. A CAV must be derived from an
EMP.
The CAV derived an EMP is the intersection of two cones (i.e. a bead) whose vertices
are the endpoints of the EMP and the radius r(t) = Smax × |t− tendpoint| at time t are
the product of the object maximum speed Smax and the time difference between t and
the endpoints [130].
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In Figure 4.2 right, Given θe = 1, Smax(Object1) = 1, and Smax(Object2) = 2, the
CAV shows as two parallelograms. When generalized to 2D study area, a CAV is the
overlap between two cones whose vertices are the two endpoints of the EMP. Related
details and algorithms are introduced in Section 4.3. We use symbol CAVi to represent
the CAV of EMPi.
Definition 20 A Spatio-temporal Intersection (STI) is represented by a time
range tr and a set of CAV s: STI = (tr, CAVi...j).
For example, given a set of CAV s: CAV1...n, each from a different object, STI =
(tr, CAV1...n) exists if each CAVi overlaps with all the other CAVs ∈ CAV1...n within
tr.
In Figure 4.2, a CR is represented as the black triangle which is the overlapped
spatio-temporal volume between the two CAVs. We use symbol STIi...j to represent
the STI derived from the intersection of CAVi...j .
A STI can be intuitively considered as a spatio-temporal neighborhood “clique”
where each object in the “clique” are spatio-temporal neighbor to all the other objects.
4.2.2 Problem Formulation
The problem of STID is formulated as:
Given:
1. A study area S,
2. A set of |N | trajectories T = t1 . . . t|N |, each associated with an object,
3. An object Maximum Speed (Smax) for each object,
4. An effective Missing Duration Threshold (θe).
Find: All Spatio-temporal intersection (STI) patterns.
Objective: Computational efficiency.
Constraints: Correctness and completeness.
For example in Figure 4.2, given the study area (one-dimensional), two trajectories,
two object maximum speeds, and θe = 1, the output is the STI represented by the
triangle shown in the figure.
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4.3 SJoin STID: Spatial Join Based Spatio-temporal In-
tersection Detection with Data Gaps
STID relates to computing the intersection between a set of Candidate Active Volumes
(CAVs). One solution for STID is based on spatial join [131]. Traditional spatial
join techniques mainly deal with very few (usually 2) data sources. However, these
techniques are not directly applicable in the STID problem since it needs to join the
trajectories from thousands of different ships. To overcome the limitation of existing
spatial join techniques and solve the STID problem, We propose SJoin STID which
follows the framework of the plane sweep algorithm [132], but is able to compute the
intersection between as many as objects needed.
4.3.1 Details of SJoin STID
Algorithm 8 SJoin STID
1: ObservedObjectList{} ← ∅
2: Output{} ← ∅
3: Sort the endpoints of all EMPs based on their x-axis coordinates
4: For each sorted endpoint p do
5: if p is the spatial start point of EMPi then
6: EMPi → ObservedObject{}
7: Determine whether EMPi intersects with each element Objectj ∈
ObservedObject{}
8: if intersected then
9: STI = Intersection(EMPi, Objectj)
10: STI → ObservedObject{}; STI → Output{};
11: else
12: Remove all the elements involving EMPi ∈ ObservedObject{}
Algorithm 8 shows the pseudo-code of SJoin STID.
Step 1: Sort the endpoints of all the Effective Missing Periods (EMPs)
First, we sort the endpoints of all EMPs based on one of the coordinates. An endpoint
is represented by three coordinates, namely x, y, and time, and either x or y can be the
sorting coordinate. To be clear and consistent, we pick x throughout this chapter.
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Step 2: A plane orthogonal to the x-axis sweeps along the sorted EMPs
The second step conducts the sweeping. Imagine that there is a plane parallel to the
y-t plane and orthogonal to the x-axis sweeping from the small end to the large end of
the x-axis. The sweeping plane stops at both start and end endpoints of each EMP.
Note that the “start” and “end” here mean on the order being swept which is irrelevant
to the temporal dimension. An Observed Object List is maintained to store both the
CAVs being currently crossed by the sweeping plane and all the STIs involving these
EMPs. When stopping at the start of an EMP, it determines if a new STI is constructed
from this EMP and each existed STI in the observed object list. The algorithm how to
determine if a new STI can be constructed from an EMP and an existed STI is discussed
in Section 4.3.2. If constructed, the new STI is added into the observed object as well
as the outputs. On the other hand, when stopping at the end of an EMP, the algorithm
removes all the STIs that involve the EMP from the list. To achieve constant time cost
for adding and removing each object from the observed object list, we use a doubly-
linked list to store the objects in the list as well as a hashmap (key = EMP, value =
{ all objects involving the key }) to quickly locate all the objects involving the key
EMP in the list. Note that each of these STIs has different corresponded time periods
indicating when the STI may happen. We introduce how to compute the time period
in the following Section 4.3.2.
Time
Candidate Active Volume (CAV) 
1 2
3
a b c e f g
Line Observed Object List
a (start of 1) 1
b (start of 2) 1, 2, <1, 2>
c (start of 3) 1, 2, <1, 2>, 3, <1, 3>, <2, 3>, <1, 2, 3>
d (start of 4) 1, 2, <1, 2>, 3, <1, 3>, <2, 3>, <1, 2, 3>, 4, <2, 4>
e (end of 1) 2, 3, <2, 3>, 4, <2, 4>
f (end of 2) 3, 4
g (end of 4) 3
h (end of 3) Empty
4
d h
Outputs: <1, 2>, <1, 3>, <2, 3>, <1, 2, 3>, <2, 4>
Note that the temporal information of the output STI is not shown x
Figure 4.3: Execution example of SJoin STID (best in color)
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An execution trace of SJoin STID:
Figure 4.3 shows a dataset contains EMPs and their corresponding CAVs from four
objects. We simplify the study area into one-dimensional for illustrative purpose. A
vertical line sweeps from left to right and stops at the endpoints (from a to h) of each
EMP. The table on the right shows the elements in the observed object list after each
stop. For example, when stopping at Line d (start of 4), the algorithm determines
whether the incoming EMP<4> intersects with each element in the observed object
list, namely <1>, <2>, <1, 2>, <3>, <1, 3>, <2, 3>, and <1, 2, 3>. Among those,
since EMP <2> intersects with <4>, <4> and <2, 4> are added to the list. Also,
<2, 4> is added to the output list as well. When stopping at Line e (end of 1), the
algorithm removes all the elements in the list involving EMP 1 including <1>, <1, 2>,
<1, 3>, and <1, 2, 3>. After that, the elements left are <2>, <3>, <2, 3>, <4>, and
<2, 4>. The last stop is at Line h (end of 4). The Observed Object List becomes empty
and the final output STIs include: <1, 2>, <1, 3>, <2, 3>, <1, 2, 3>, and <2, 4>.
4.3.2 Construct New Spatio-temporal Intersection (STI)
This subsection discusses the details of Line 7 in Algorithm 8 which determines whether
an EMP intersects with either an EMP or a STI. A loop goes over all the EMPs involved
in the input STI and check whether all of them intersect with the input EMP within
the same time range. If they do, then a new STI is constructed with the new time range
which is a subset of the time range of the input STI. Note that in each iteration, the
intersection time range is updated to a subset of the previous range.
As defined in Section 4.3, an EMP is the intersection of two cones (i.e. a bead)
vertexed at the endpoints of a CAV [130]. Therefore, in order to compute the intersec-
tion between two EMPs during each iteration of this loop, we need to determine the
intersections between four cones (i.e. two beads). We first check if these two beads
have overlapped time range. If not, then the two beads are guaranteed not intersected.
Otherwise, the algorithm uses the following geometric property to determine the inter-
section. Figure 4.4 shows two beads generated from two EMPs. EMP1 starts at P
EMP1
start
and ends at PEMP1end , while EMP2 starts at P
EMP2
start and ends at P
EMP2
end . Each point
is represented by three coordinates. For example, PEMP1start = (x
EMP1
start , y
EMP1
start , t
EMP1
start )
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is presented by two spatial coordinates xEMP1start and y
EMP1
start as well as the temporal co-
ordinate tEMP1start . The radius of each cone at time t is the product of the object max
speed Smax and the time difference from the start point of the EMP. For example, the
radius of the cone vertexed at PEMP1end at time t: r
EMP1
end = (t
EMP1
end − t)×S1max. Now, we
formulate the sufficient and necessary condition that two bead intersect as follow:
rstart + rend ≤ dis(start, end) (4.1)
where index start = {startEMP1 , startEMP2}, index end = {endEMP1 , endEMP2}, and
disstart,end is the Euclidean distance between points Pstart and Pend. Using known t and
Smax, when S
1
max ≥ S2max, these equations are further derived into:
t ≥ ds,e + ts × S
1
max + te × S2max
S1max + S
2
max
(4.2)
where s = startEMP1 , e = startEMP2
t ≥ ds,e + ts × S
1
max − te × S2max
S1max − S2max
(4.3)
where s = startEMP1 , e = endEMP2
t ≤ ds,e + ts × S
2
max − te × S1max
S2max − S1max
(4.4)
where s = endEMP1 , e = startEMP2
t ≤ ds,e + ts × S
1
max − te × S2max
−S1max − S2max
(4.5)
where s = endEMP1 , e = endEMP2 . In the case that S1max < S
2
max, the conditions are
derived by swapping the variables. If the conditions are all satisfied, we know these two
EMPs are intersected and the intersection time range the t bounded by the in-equations
above. In contrast, if any of the conditions is not satisfied, the two EMPs are not
intersected.
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Figure 4.4: Intersection of Two Effective Missing Periods (EMPs)
4.4 AGT STID: Apriori-graph Traversal Based Spatio-temporal
Intersection Detection with Data Gaps
In this section, we introduce a novel algorithm AGT STID which detects STI substan-
tially faster compared to SJoin STID without any loss of solution completeness and
correctness.
4.4.1 Intuition
There are redundancies in computing the intersection between the candidate active
volume (CAV) of an input effective missing period (EMP) and all the objects in the
observed object list in the SJoin STID algorithm introduced in Section 4.3. Computing
the later intersection repeats the computations for the earlier intersection. To elimi-
nate such redundancy in computing the intersection between a set of STIs, we re-use
the information stored when computing the intersection between the subsets of these
STIs. Based on this idea, we propose a novel algorithm (AGT STID) which models
the observed objects as an Apriori-graph. This algorithm efficiently adds and deletes
objects by traversing the Apriori-graph while re-using the information inherited from
the predecessor nodes.
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4.4.2 Details of AGT STID
This sub-section discusses AGT STID by the pseudo-code and execution trace.
Apriori-graph: Instead of a doubly-linked list, AGT STID models the observed
objects as a directed graph named Apriori-graph. Each node in the Apriori-graph
stores an observed object along with an integer variable representing how many CAVs
of this object are already computed intersected with a new input CAV (abbreviated as
“count”). Note that this “count” considers the input CAV as well. Therefore, the count
of a node is at least one. Once the count of an object reaches its size, this object is
determined as a STI and is added to the final output along with its time range. The only
exception is that any size-1 object is not a STI since each STI must be the intersection
between CAVs from multiple objects.
Figure 4.5(a) shows the Apriori-graph of the example data in Figure 4.3 when the
sweep line stops at Line c (start of 3). The root node serves as the entry of the graph
which does not store an observed object. Three successor nodes of the root show store
size-1 objects, namely CAV1, CAV2, and CAV3, respectively. The “c” in the box of a
node indicates its count. For example, the count of node CAV1 is one. The size-2 nodes
include CAV1,2, CAV2,3, and CAV1,3, which are successor nodes of the size-1 nodes. All
these size-2 nodes have a count of two which means that the two CAVs in the node are
intersected. Similarly, the only size-3 object CAV1,2,3 succeeds from the size-2 nodes
and has a count of three.
There is an edge in the Apriori-graph if two conditions are satisfied. First, the
start node represents a STI, in other words, the count of the node is equal to its size.
Second, the objects in start node is subset of those in the end node. These conditions
make it only need to check whether the input CAV intersects with a ST when the
CAV is known intersected with the subsets of the STI. Note that this chapter uses the
symbol Node<i, . . . , j> to represent an Apriori-graph node containing the intersection
of CAVi...j . If Node<i, . . . , j> has a count equal to its size, it also represents the node of
CRi...j . For example, Node<1, 2> represents the node of CR1,2 which is the intersection
of CAV1 and CAV2.
AGT STID retains the same framework as SJoin STID which is based on a sweep line
moving along one spatial dimension of the dataset. Next, we introduce the algorithms
when the sweep line stops at the start or end of an EMP, respectively.
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Adding Objects Involving an Input EMP: When the sweep line stops at the
start of an EMP, we need to add all the nodes representing the STIs of the intersection
between the input EMP and a node in the Apriori-graph.
Algorithm 9 shows the pseudo-code of the addition function. Figure 4.5(b) shows
the Apriori-graph after adding objects involving EMP4 as the sweep line stops at Line
d (start of 4). First, a node with c = 1 of the input EMP4 and an edge connecting from
the root to this new node are created. After that, since Node<3> is intersected with
Node<4>, a new node representing STI3,4 is created with c = 2. The edges connecting
from the Node<3> and Node<4> to Node<3, 4> are created. Then, a traversal from
Node<3> starts in the breadth-first manner. When a successor of Node<3> has a
count equal to its size, a new node of the successor and EMP4 is created with c = 2 if
not already existed. In contrast, if it is already existed, we add the count of the node
by one. For example, since a successor, Node<2, 3>, has a count of 2 which is equal to
its size, we create Node<2, 3, 4> with c = 2. Another new node Node<1, 3, 4> is also
created with c = 2 since the successor Node<1, 3> also has a count equal to its size.
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Algorithm 9 Add nodes involving an input EMP in AGT STID
Input:
1) CAVinput
2) The Root node Noderoot of an Apriori-graph
Output:
1) The Root of the updated Apriori-graph after moving objects involving EMPinput
2 The output set: Output{}
1: For each child node Nodeichild of Noderoot do
2: Determine if CAVinput intersects with Node
i
child
3: if Intersected then
4: Create node of Nodesize=2new = Intersection(CAVinput, Node
i
child) with
count = 2
5: Nodesize=2new → Output{}
6: Create edge from CAVinput to Node
size=2
new
7: Create edge from Nodeichild to Node
size=2
new
8: For each Nodei in Breadth-first-search starting from Node
i
child do
9: if Nodei = Node
size=2
new then
10: Continue;
11: if Nodei.count == Nodei.size then
12: if Nodenew = Intersection(CAVinput, Nodei) does not exist then
13: Create node of Nodenew = Intersection(CAVinput, Nodei) with
count = 2
14: Create edge from Nodei to Nodenew
15: if Nodei.size == 2 then
16: Create edge from Nodesize=2new to Nodenew
17: else
18: Nodenew.count+ +
19: if Nodei.count == Nodei.size then
20: Nodei → Output{}
One special thing we need to take care of is that when traversing the newly created
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size-2 node (e.g., Node<3, 4>), edges connect from it to its superset size-3 nodes without
adding its count. In our example, edges connecting from Node<3, 4> to Node<2, 3, 4>
and Node<1, 3, 4> nodes are created without adding the count of these two size-3 nodes.
Next, the traversal continues to the successors of size-3 nodes. Only CAV3 is intersected
with the input CAV4. It is not a STI since the count is not large enough. The algorithm
terminates once the traversal starting from all the size-2 nodes is completed. During
the traversal, STIs with count equal to size are also output.
Delete Nodes Involving an Input EMP: When the sweep line stops at the end of
an EMP, we need to remove all the objects involving that EMP. Algorithm 10 shows the
corresponding pseudo-code. First, from all the child nodes of the root node (i.e., size-1
objects), we find the one that stores the input EMP. Note that we use a hashmap to
store the size-1 objects to make this step completed in constant time. Instead of storing
all the objects in a hashmap in SJoin STID, storing only size-1 objects substantially
saves the space cost. After that, starting from the node just found, we remove the
node and recursively operate the deletion on its child nodes. Figure 4.5(c) shows the
Apriori-graph after deleting objects involving EMP1 when the sweep line stops at Line
e (end of 1).
1 2 3
<1, 2> <2, 3> <1, 3>
<1, 2, 3>
c = 2 c = 2 c = 2
c = 3
c = 1 c = 1 c = 1
4
c = 1
<3, 4>
c = 2
1 2 3
<1, 2> <2, 3> <1, 3>
<1, 2, 3>
c = 2 c = 2 c = 2
c = 3
c = 1 c = 1 c = 1
<2, 3, 4>
c = 2
<1, 3, 4>
c = 2
(a) Apriori-graph at Line c (start of 3)
(b) Apriori-graph at Line d (start of 4)
<1, 2, 3, 4>
c = 2
Root Root
2 3
<2, 3>
c = 2
c = 1 c = 1
4
c = 1
<3, 4>
c = 2
<2, 3, 4>
c = 2
Root
(c) Apriori-graph at Line e (end of 1)
Figure 4.5: An illustrative example of AGT STID
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Algorithm 10 Delete nodes involving an input EMP in AGT STID
Input:
1) EMPinput
2) The Root node Nodeinput of an Apriori-graph
Output: The Root of the updated Apriori-graph after moving objects involving
EMPinput
1: if Nodeinput is the root of the Apriori-graph then
2: Retrieve the size-1 node Nodeinput that contains only EMPinput
3: else
4: if Nodeinput has no child then
5: delete Nodeinput
6: else
7: For each child node Nodeichild of Nodeinput do
8: Recursively call this function with inputs EMPinput and Node
i
child
9: delete Nodeinput
4.5 Theoretical Analysis
4.5.1 Correctness and Completeness of AGT STID
Lemma 8 Given a finite set of trajectories, AGT STID terminates in finite time.
Proof 8 Given a finite set of |N | trajectories, AGT STID loops over a finite number of
2× |N | endpoints. Inside each iteration of the loop, AGT STID conducts a depth-first-
search on the Apriori-graph whose number of nodes are bounded by the finite number of
STIs. Therefore, AGT STID terminates in finite time.
Lemma 9 Given a clandestine rendezvous of n candidate active volumes: CRold =
CAVi...n and a new CAV: CAVnew, CRnew = CAVi...n ∪ CAVnew is constructed if
CAVnew intersects with all CAVi...n within a common time range that overlaps the time
range of CRold.
Proof 9 By definition, CRnew is constructed if all pairs of CAVi...n and CAVnew inter-
sects within a common time range. All these pairs include two portions, namely pairs
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not involving CAVnew and pairs involving CAVnew. The pairs in the first portion are
known intersected since the existence of CRold. Also, the pairs in second portion are
intersected each other with a common time range given the condition in this lemma. In
addition, since the time ranges of these two portions overlap, CAVnew is constructed as
a valid CR.
Lemma 10 AGT STID only outputs valid CR.
Proof 10 Now we prove that AGT STID does not output any invalid STI which are not
intersection between CAVs. (1) AGT STID outputs an STI only when the corresponding
node (size > 1) in the Apriori-graph has a full count (Line 18 in Algorithm 9). (2) A
new node is created from an existed STI and an input CAV only when all the elements
in the STI intersect each other (Line 12 in Algorithm 9). (3) A node has a full count
only after we check all the elements in the STI intersect the input CAV (Line 18 in
Algorithm 9). According to Lemma 9, the output STI is a valid CR.
Lemma 11 AGT STID is correct.
Proof 11 Based on Lemmas 8, 9, and 10, AGT STID outputs correct solution and
terminates in finite time. Thus, AGT STID is correct.
Lemma 12 AGT STID does not underestimate the count for any node and does not
miss any STI with a count equal to its size (i.e. full-count).
Proof 12 (1) AGT STID creates edges to connect between each STI to all its subsets
(Line 6-8, 14, 16 in Algorithm 9). Thus, the node involving an input EMP are guaran-
teed visited during the depth-first-search. (2) The count of a node is initialized as two
(Lines 13 and 4 in Algorithm 9) and increases by one for each element intersected with
the input EMP (Line 18 in Algorithm 9). Thus, the count representing the elements
intersected each other is not underestimated. (3) AGT STID outputs an STI once it
has full-count (Lines 19-20 in Algorithm 9).
Lemma 13 AGT STID does not delete any wrong CR.
Proof 13 When AGT STID deletes all the nodes involving an input EMP (Lines 11-12
in Algorithm 8), it only traverses along the nodes containing super-sets of EMP (Lines
4-8 in Algorithm 10).
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Lemma 14 AGT STID is complete.
Proof 14 Based on Lemmas 12 and 13, AGT STID outputs complete solution.
4.5.2 Asymptotic Time Complexity of AGT STID
In worst case, given k EMPs that are intersected within a spatio-temporal volume,
the total number of objects (i.e. EMPs and STIs) in the observed object list is
(
k
1
)
+(
k
2
)
+
(
k
3
)
+ . . . +
(
k
k
)
=
∑k
i=1
(
k
i
)
. When a new (k + 1)-th EMP comes, it needs to
check whether intersected with all the existed k objects. Since checking with a size-i
object costs i, the cost is
∑k
i=1 i ×
(
k
i
)
= k × 2k−1. Therefore, assuming there are |N |
EMPs in the dataset, the total cost for adding is
∑|N |
k=1 k × 2k−1 = O(N × 2|N |). Now
we analyze the complexity in better cases since the worst case rarely happens because
of the sparsity of real datasets.
In best case where all the |N | EMPs are temporally disjoint, the total cost is
O(|N |).
The realistic cases stay in between of the best case and worse case, where the
number of EMPs simultaneously overlapped each other in average |Ns| << |N |. Thus,
the total cost are bounded by O(|Ns| × 2|Ns|) in the case when all these |Ns| CAVs are
spatially overlapped. Therefore, the cost is much cheaper than exponential of the input
size in practice.
We can observe that SJoin STID and AGT STID have the same worst case asymp-
totic time complexity bounded by the size of the output. However, in reality, AGT STID
usually achieves substantially higher efficiency compared to SJoin STID. The computa-
tional saving comes from two aspects. First, SJoin STID always need to check if the new
EMP intersects with each object in the observed object list whereas AGT STID only
checks those whose parent nodes are valid CR. This significantly reduces the computa-
tional since invalid STIs tend to be in larger sizes. In addition, subsequent nodes directly
inheriting the information from their parent nodes containing the subsets. For example,
when computing the intersection between CR<1 . . . k> and CAV <(k+1)>, AGT STID
can inherit the information from a parent node containing CR<2 . . . (k + 1)>.
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4.6 Experimental Analysis
We evaluated the computational performance of SJoin STID and AGT STID under a
variety of parameters using a real AIS dataset [38].
4.6.1 Experimental Setup
The dataset used in the experiments was MarineCadastre [38] which contained about
4 × 107 GPS readings from 6000 objects (i.e. ships). The Experimental goal was
to evaluate the scalability of the proposed SJoin STID and AGT STID under different
parameters. It was achieved by answering the following questions: (1) How does the
number of GPS points affect the computational performance? (2) How does the GPS
point density affect the computational performance? (3) How does the number of objects
affect the computational performance? and (4) How does the object maximum speed
affect the computational performance? The experiments were conducted by varying
one of the following four parameters in each experiment: (1) number of GPS points
(default = 2×107), (2) GPS point density (default = 1.44 points/KM2), (3) number of
objects (default = 3, 000), (4) object maximum speed (default 30 meters/second) while
the others were set to default values. The costs shown in Figure 4.6 are in log-scale
and the unit is second. All experiments were implemented in Java and performed on
an Intel Core i7 2.5GHz CPU and 16GB memory.
4.6.2 Experimental Results
Effect of the number of GPS points: In this experiment, the numbers of GPS points
were varied as 2.5×106, 5×106, 1×107, and 2×107. This was realized by picking a smaller
study area from the original dataset for each varied number. Therefore, the density of
GPS points remained the same as the original dataset. The results in Figure 4.6(a)
show that the AGT STID approximately is about 102 times faster Sjoin STID and the
advantage got larger when the number of GPS points increased.
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Figure 4.6: Comparing execution times under different parameters
Effect of the GPS point density: In this experiment, the density of GPS points
was varied as 0.18, 0.36, 0.72 and 1.44/KM2(GPS points are about 2.5× 106, 5× 106,
1× 107, and 2× 107) by randomly sampling the trajectories from the original dataset.
The results in Figure 4.6(b) show that the gap between the costs of AGT STID and
Sjoin STID gradually increased as the density increased. The reason is that increased
density led to more STIs with larger number of objects. Thus, ACT STID is more
effective since it skip a lot of large STIs.
Effect of the number of objects: In this experiment, the number of objects (i.e.
ships) were varied as 750, 1, 500, 3, 000 and 6, 000 (GPS points are about 2.5 × 106,
5 × 106, 1 × 107, and 2 × 107). The results in Figure 4.6(c) show that the speedup of
AGT STID compared to SJoin STID approximately remained the same (i.e. 102 times
faster).
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Effect of object maximum speed (Smax): In this experiment, the object max-
imum speed were varied as 10m/s, 20m/s, 30m/s and 40m/s for all the objects. The
results in Figure 4.6(d) show that the speedup provided by AGT STID over Sjoin STID
slightly increased as Smax increased since larger Smax led to more and larger STIs which
made AGT STID provide more speedup.
Overall, AGT STID achieved substantial speedup (i.e. ˜102 times faster) over
SJoin STID and can handle ˜107 GPS points in ˜102 seconds.
4.7 Case Study on Real Automatic Identification System
(AIS) Data
We conducted a case study on MarineCadastre, a popular real world AIS dataset [38].
The proposed approaches were applied on the study area ranging from 179.9W to 171W
degrees in longitude and from 50N to 58N degrees in latitude in the Bering Sea, shown
in Figure 4.7(a). It contained ˜1.4 × 106 GPS readings from 72 ships that traveled
during January, 2014. The EMP threshold (θe) was set to 30 minutes by which only
the top 0.5% longest missing periods were considered as EMPs. Figure 4.7(b) shows
the EMPs which are represented by red arrows indicating the start and end points of
the EMPs. Figure 4.7(c) shows the projected Candidate Active Volumes (CAVs) of
the EMPs involved in a STI. Note that in order to show the 3D volume on the 2D
study area, we plotted the 2D ellipses projected from the CAVs (in green color). The
overlapped regions of the ellipses are the detected STI.
In Figure 4.7(c), we observed that there were two STI clusters. One was near the
islands of “Adak” and “Atka” (bottom left), and another one located next to the island
of “St. Paul” (top right). These patterns suggested weak and unstable AIS signal sent
from the ships moving across the boundary of the effective zone of a terrestrial-AIS
station (e.g., an island) since the AIS systems tended to switch between terrestrial-AIS
and satellite-AIS [133] back and forth. Furthermore, we zoomed-in the results at the
region below the island of “Adak” and identified two interesting patterns. On the left
of Figure 4.7(d), there is large ellipse indicating a long signal missing period. However,
the distance traveled during this period is short. Moreover, it is involved in a STI
with another ship, possibly indicating a suspicious rendezvous that the participants
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intentionally switched their AIS transponders off. On the right side, we can spot a
region where a dense group of missing period located. This possible indicated a spot
of weak AIS signal coverage. And, in the future, we plan to distinguish the patterns
indicating weak AIS signal coverage and suspicious rendezvous.
(a) Study area
Adak Atka
St. Paul
(b) Effective missing segments
Adak Atka
St. Paul
(c) Candidate active volumes and spatio-
temporal intersections
Long time halting
A weak-signal region
Suspicious Rendezvous
(d) Zoom-in of the results
Figure 4.7: Spatio-temporal intersections detected in Bering Sea (best in color)
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4.8 Conclusion and Future Work
We explored the Spatio-temporal Intersection Detection From Trajectories With Data
Gaps (STID) problem which is critical in maritime safety and regulation, homeland
security, and public safety, etc. The challenges of STID are two-fold. First, the trajec-
tory data around the STI patterns are unavailable since GPS devices are intentionally
switched off, violating the assumption in traditional trajectory mining approaches. Sec-
ond, huge amount of trajectory data from of moving objects make STID a computa-
tionally expensive problem. To overcome the limitations of existing trajectory pattern
mining approaches, we propose a spatial-join based algorithm (SJoin STID) and an
Apriori-graph traversal based algorithm (AGT STID) which improves the computa-
tional performance without any loss of solution completeness and correctness. Experi-
mental analysis shows that AGT STID achieved substantial improvement in computa-
tional scalability over SJoin STID and can handle ˜107 GPS points. A case study on
real AIS data demonstrated that the proposed approach was able to capture interesting
patterns that are not found before.
Future work: In future, we plan to statistically measure the likelihood of patterns
and conduct statistical significance test to eliminate chance patterns. In addition, we
plan to evaluate our approach on more applications such as illegal fishing. Finally,
besides a collection of STIs, we want to investigate “STI hotspots” spatio-temporal
volumes where the frequency and density of STI is much higher inside the volume
compared to outside. These hotspots may help improve the efficiency in deploying
regulation enforcement forces.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Directions
5.1 Key Results
The explosive growth of spatial data over the last decades emphasizes the need for
data-driven approaches to discover spatial patterns for boosting many important do-
mains such as mechanical engineering, transportation engineering, and public safety.
As summarized in the taxonomy shown in Table 5.1, this thesis explored multiple data
science techniques for mining patterns given various footprints of spatial events (e.g.,
spatial point events, spatio-temporal point events, and spatio-temporal linear events).
Specifically, we investigated three novel and societally important patterns, namely lin-
ear hotspots on shortest paths, linear hotspots on all simple paths, and spatio-temporal
intersections, all of which pose different statistical, computational, and mathemati-
cal challenges associated with them. For mining these spatial patterns, several novel
algorithms were proposed which not only achieved computational efficiency but also
followed statistical foundations and retained mathematical properties (e.g., correctness
and completeness). Chapter 2 proposed a neighbor node filter and shortest tree prun-
ing algorithm to prune unnecessary cost in enumerating shortest paths. Chapter 3
proposed a bi-directional fragment-multi-graph traversal for avoiding redundant com-
putations in simple path enumeration. Chapter 4 proposed an apriori-graph structure
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and its corresponding traversal algorithm to speed up the traditional plane sweep algo-
rithm for detecting spatio-temporal intersection patterns. All the algorithms proposed
were thoroughly evaluated and validated via both theoretical analysis (e.g., proofs and
asymptotically computational cost analysis) and experiments using both real-world and
synthetic datasets.
Table 5.1: A taxonomy of thesis contributions and future works
Pattern footprint
Point
Linear
Areal
Shortest paths Simple paths All paths
ST: Spatio-temporal
Linear hotspots on
shortest paths
(Chapter 2)
Linear hotspots on
all simple paths
(Chapter 3)
Algorithm parallelization
(Short term future work)
Linear hotspots on
trajectory-aware paths
(Short term future work)
Emerging hotspots on
all simple paths
(Long term future work)
Emerging hotspots on
trajectory-aware paths
(Long term future work)
ST intersection 
summarization on
all simple paths
(Long term future work)
ST intersection 
summarization on
trajectory-aware paths
(Long term future work)
ST Intersections
(Chapter 4)
Statistically significant ST 
intersections
(Long term future work)
Areal ST intersection 
summarization
(Long term future work)
Spatial point
event
ST point event
ST linear 
event in
trajectory
ST event in
areal data
Event
footprint
5.2 Short Term Future Work
In the short term, as shown in Table 5.1, we plan to investigate (1) parallelization
of algorithmss for mining linear hotspots on all simple paths and (2) linear hotspot
discovery on trajectory-aware paths.
• Algorithm parallelization for ASP FMGT: Given the #-p hardness of the
problem of linear hotspot discovery on all simple paths, it is difficult to scale
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up the current proposed ASP FMGT to very large (e.g., country size) road net-
works. Therefore, we plan to develop parallel algorithms to significantly improve
the scalability. First of all, thanks to the independence between Monte Carlo
simulations, it is natural to distribute each Monte Carlo simulation to different
computing units. In addition, the traversal of different FMG-trees in single run of
ASP FMGT do not rely on each other and can thus directly be parallelized. In the
case of running 102 Monte Carlo simulations and partitioning the spatial network
into 102 fragments, these two ideas could achieve a speed up of up to 104 times
assuming the availability of enough computing units. we plan to explore more
ideas for parallelizing other parts of ASP FMGT such as inside each FMG-tree
traversal for obtaining further speedup.
• Linear hotspot discovery on trajectory-aware paths: We plan to explore
linear hotspots enumerated from all paths, which are even more complex than all
simple paths. To avoid having search an infinite number of all paths due to the
existence of cycles, we will look into the idea of using a finite number of paths
collected from real-world trajectory data. These paths handle the situations that
vehicles do not travel along shortest paths (e.g., bus routes) and, in the meantime,
eliminate those simple paths that are actually not ever used. There is a lot of
redundancy in the real-world huge trajectory data since many vehicles travel along
similar roads and generate trajectories that share some portions. Therefore, we
plan to summarize the trajectories by developing a statistically meaningful interest
measure which indicates the popularity of paths so that the rarely used paths
are eliminated from consideration In addition, we will investigate corresponding
computational approaches which scale up the solution while keeping correctness
and completeness.
5.3 Long Term Future Work
In the long term, as shown in Table 5.1, we will attempt to investigate more novel
patterns including (1) emerging linear hotspots on all simple paths and trajectory-aware
paths, (2) statistically significant spatio-temporal intersections, and (3) spatio-temporal
intersection summarization for both areal and linear patterns.
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• Emerging linear hotspot discovery: First, we plan to generalize and en-
rich the current linear hotspot patterns by incorporating temporal information.
Specifically, we will investigate novel emerging hotspot patterns which model how
hotspots form. This can be used for timely detection of hotspots such as disease
outbreaks and traffic jams caused by accidents at their early stages. Detecting
these spatio-temporal patterns is computationally more challenging compared to
the spatial hotspot detection problems studied in this thesis due to the much
larger enumeration space. we plan to investigate new algorithmic ideas to deal
with emerging hotspots in trajectory-aware paths and all simple paths, respec-
tively. Beside the formation of hotspots, the entire life cycle of hotspots will also
be explored in the future.
• Statistically significant spatio-temporal intersection discovery: We plan
to discover statistically significant spatio-temporal intersection patterns. Since the
spatio-temporal intersection pattern studied in this thesis does not have a statis-
tical significance test, it can generate false positive results and thus requires more
examination by domain experts. To overcome this limitation, we will first develop
an interest measure to represent the likelihood that a spatio-temporal intersection
is indeed a pattern of interest such as an actual meet-up. This interest measure
will consider multiple factors including duration of data mining, distance between
involved objects and speed of objects. After the interest measure is developed, we
will investigate new algorithms that address the computational challenges (e.g.,
caused by Monte Carlo simulations) for mining the novel statistically significant
pattern.
• Spatio-temporal intersection summarization: Finally, we plan to explore
patterns for summarizing individual spatio-temporal intersections such as their
hotspots in both areal and linear footprints. In maritime applications, areal spatio-
temporal intersection hotspots can assist in identifying regions where regulatory
violations (e.g., illegal fishing, illicit transaction) frequently happen. Since spatio-
temporal intersections are neither spatial nor spatio-temporal point events, and
thus cannot be handled by existing hotspot detection approaches, novel interest
measure and algorithms need to be investigated to address the challenges posed
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by the new pattern. Besides areal hotspots, we will also study linear hotspots
of spatio-temporal intersections in urban regions which can help point out routes
where GPS tracking signals are frequently missing and possibly need improve-
ment in infrastructure for communication (e.g., cellular tower). In addition to
hotspots, other summarization patterns such as co-occurrence of spatio-temporal
intersections will also be explored.
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